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Abstract

Surface properties of atmospheric aerosol particles are crucial for accurate assessment

of the fates of liquid particles in the atmosphere. Surface tension directly influences

predictions of aerosol particle activation to clouds, as well as indirectly acts as a

proxy for chemical surface partitioning. Challenges to predicting surface tension

are posed by the chemical complexity of particles, which contain mixtures of water

soluble compounds of both surface-active organics and inorganic electrolytes. The

interface itself is varied in that it may be liquid - vapor, as in the surface of an aerosol

particle with the ambient air, or liquid - liquid, as in the interior surfaces that exist

in multiphase particles. These surface-based properties and their relevant processes

govern atmospheric aerosol particle size, morphology, composition, and growth. This

thesis explores aqueous aerosol interfaces through thermodynamic modeling of liquid-

vapor surfaces to predict surface tension and biphasic microfluidic measurements of

liquid-liquid interfacial tension of atmospheric aqueous aerosols.

Using adsorption isotherms and statistically mechanically derived expressions for

entropy and Gibbs free energy, predictive modeling of surface tension as a function

of concentration for aqueous solutions containing both water-soluble organic species

and inorganic electrolytes is demonstrated for a breadth of atmospherically relevant

solutes. Alcohols, polyols, sugars and organic acids represent the organic solutes.

Nitrates, sulfates and chlorides represent the electrolytes. A unique feature of the

model is the surface partition function, where the solvent molecules (waters) repre-

sent adsorption sites, and solute molecules can displace more than one waters either

positively or negatively, therefore the model implicitly depends on solute size and

surface propensity. For binary solutions, model parameters are eliminated through
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strong correlations with solute properties, such as molar volume for organics and

surface-bulk partitioning coefficients for electrolytes. A multicomponent model is de-

rived for an arbitrary number of solutes, using no further parametrization beyond

the optimized binary cases. For organic and inorganic aqueous mixtures, model pre-

dictions agree excellently with available data, including novel measurements made at

supersaturated concentrations using optical tweezers. To further complement model

predictions, interfacial tensions are measured for liquid-liquid systems using microflu-

idics.

Microfluidic platforms afford many advantages, including high throughput, rapid

prototyping of devices (using soft photolithography), small sample volume and po-

tential for controlled manipulation of thermal, mechanical, and chemical changes.

Microfluidics also offers an appropriate lengthscale, where surface forces influence the

system far more than gravitational and inertial forces. In this thesis, atmospheric

aerosol interfaces are examined using droplet microfluidics, where the droplets chem-

ically represent the aerosol phase dispersed in an immiscible surrounding phase. The

droplets consist of either a chemical mimic or a sample obtained from smog chambers

that simulate atmospheric chemistries. Interfacial tensions of numerous individidual

droplets are measured with low sample volumes.

Surface and interfacial tensions are applicable to industrial, environmental, and

biological engineering areas and this work could be valuable to each of these fields.

In this thesis, model development and experimental techniques are presented in the

context of atmospheric chemistry to facilitate further application to atmospheric pro-

cesses, such as aerosol-cloud activation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction to Atmospheric

Aerosol Fluid-Fluid Interfaces†

Mass transfer and chemical reactions occur at aerosol interfaces between particles and

the ambient environment, supporting growth processes and heterogeneous chemistry.

These surface-based properties and processes govern atmospheric aerosol particle size,

morphology, composition, and growth. In aerosol particles, mass exchanges are regu-

lated by ambient conditions, especially temperature and relative humidity, thereby af-

fecting particle water content and solute concentration. Aqueous atmospheric aerosols

have been established as chemically complex microenvironments, [1] containing a wide

representation of organics, inorganics, neutral molecules, and ions. They also exhibit

multiple separated phases, where solids partition from liquids and the aqueous phase

partitions from immiscible liquids, [2] creating complex morphologies. Figure 1.1 is

a schematic of the chemical thermodynamics of atmospheric aqueous aerosol with

equilibrium partitioning, showing the many equilibria present among solids, liquids,

†Part of this chapter was submitted recently in Boyer, H.C. and Dutcher, C.S., Atmospheric
Aqueous Aerosol Surface Tensions: Isotherm-based Modeling and Biphasic Microfluidic Measure-
ments,Journal of Physical Chemistry A, 2017, Feature Article
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Figure 1.1: Chemical thermodynamics of aerosol particles showing equilibrium molec-
ular partitioning of solids, liquids, and gases, as well as water rich (aqueous) and
water poor (organic) liquids. The aqueous phase is partially engulfed in the organic,
although complete engulfing and side-by-side separation also may occur, depending
on the interfacial energies between the liquids.

and gases.

Atmospheric aerosols play a significant role in our climate regulation, yet it re-

mains a challenge to precisely characterize their direct and indirect effects. Among

atmospheric constituents, the largest uncertainty in net solar radiative forcing is at-

tributed to aerosol particles. [3] Due to heightened presence of pollutants, aerosol

particles greatly impact cloud albedo, [4–7] which defines their optical properties.

Cloud albedo therefore determines the proportion of sunlight that either reflects back

into space or gets absorbed and scattered, collectively known as the direct effect.

Atmospheric aerosol influence on cloud formation, known as the indirect effect, man-

ifests by particles acting as seeds, or cloud condensation nuclei (CCN). [8–16] To

Chapter 1 2 Boyer, H.C.
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accurately describe processes leading to CCN activation, classical Köhler theory [17]

requires water activity, or the Raoult term, and surface tension [16], or the Kelvin

term [18]; otherwise the quantities are parametrized. [11] For predicting CCN activa-

tion, the solute term has been well-studied in dilute and concentrated multicomponent

aqueous solutions, however the effects of solutes on the surface term remain mostly

neglected and, in some cases, simplifed to zero concentration, or pure water. [19, 20]

For aqueous aerosol particles, both negative and positive changes in surface tension

induced by solutes must be considered.

Water soluble organics typically depress surface tension, [7, 13] lowering the crit-

ical supersaturation point above which particles activate to cloud droplets. In order

to account for solute surface effects in large-scale aerosol models, surface tensions and

surface-bulk partitioning must be considered. Comprehensive thermodynamic treat-

ment of aerosols is necessary in order to consider composition-dependent properties

both in solution and at the interface.

In the atmosphere, it has been demonstrated that particles exhibit internal phase

separation, [2, 37, 38] leading to instances of non-spherical equilibrium morphologies.

Particle morphology can significantly influence the particle’s ability to scatter light

and interact with water vapor and other ambient chemical species. The internal

microphysical structure can be described with equilibrium phase partitioning and in-

terfacial tensions. Interfacial tension measurements inform deviations from spherical

particle shapes as well as indicate solute effects at the surface, such as solute surface

propensity. In particles containing liquid-liquid phase partitioning, high interfacial

tension can result in non-spherical morphologies. [37] Morphological predictions have

been previously studied using spreading coefficients, which are a function of surface

Chapter 1 3 Boyer, H.C.
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and interfacial tensions. [37]

In this thesis, aqueous aerosol interfaces are characterized through measurements

of liquid-liquid interfacial tension and modeling of liquid-vapor surface tension. Our

results could inform global aerosol models that predict aerosol particle activation to

cloud droplets by providing surface tensions as a function of concentration and tem-

perature. Coupled with biphasic microfluidic experiments, the model could provide

predictions of multiphase particle morphology, which is traditionally hard to measure

in situ.

Introduction to aerosol interface modeling

Recently, Wexler and Dutcher [21] developed a thermodynamic model of sur-

face tension. The theoretical framework was developed in solution using adsorption

isotherms and statistical mechanics to predict water activity and solute activity of

multi-component aqueous solutions. [22–24] The surface tension model demonstrated

that for solutions containing two components, a solute and a solvent, a single expres-

sion gives surface tension as a function of solute activity calculated from the multilayer

adsorption isotherm. As chapter 2 will outline, model applicability was then extended

by parametrizing data sets for single solutes and reducing the parameters through

physical interpretation from the work of Boyer, Wexler, and Dutcher. [25] Chapter 3

will discuss a ternary model developed to treat partially dissociating organic acids. [26]

Chapter 4 will show the derivation and application of a multicomponent model for

an arbitrary number of solutes. [27] It will be shown that the success of the surface

tension model for liquid-vapor interfaces complements experimental measurements of

liquid-liquid interfacial tension.

The surface tension model is based on the adsorption isotherm in solution. [22–24,

Chapter 1 4 Boyer, H.C.
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Figure 1.2: Thermodynamic model application of lattice adsorption of gases (BET
adsorption isotherm) in solution (steps 1-3) and surfaces (step 4). After step 1, blue
circles represent water molecules. Black, green, and orange circles represent solutes.
The layers of waters indicate solute hydration and the disordered molecules are in the
bulk of the solution.

28,29] The theoretical framework is outlined schematically in Figure 1.2 for the solu-

tion thermodynamic model and in Figure 1.3 for the interface. The first step in Figure

1.2 is monolayer lattice adsorption on planar surfaces originated by Langmuir. [30]

Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) theory added a second monolayer, or multilayer, and

allowed further numbers of layers with the same associated energy. [31]

The application of adsorption isotherms to solutions was initiated by Stokes and

Robinson [32] for concentrated electrolyte aqueous solutions by applying BET the-

ory. In solution, solvent molecules were the adsorbates and solutes were adsorbents.

Ally and Braunstein [33] extended the Stokes and Robinson work to accommodate

ternary solutions. A modification was presented by Guggenheim, Anderson, and de

Boer known as the GAB isotherm in which a second layer was added. [34–36] In

the adsorption isotherm developed by Dutcher, Ge, Wexler, and Clegg, [22] a unique

energy was assigned to each layer and the number of layers were determined for each

Chapter 1 5 Boyer, H.C.
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Figure 1.3: Thermodynamic model application to the surface for single solute solu-
tions (step 1), partially dissociating aqueous organic acids (step 2), and multicom-
ponent solutions (step 3). Blue circles represent water molecules. Green and orange
circles represent solutes. The waters at the surface are displaced by surface-sorbing
molecules or promoted to the surface by bulk-sorbing molecules.

individual solute. Expressions for Gibbs free energy were derived using statistical

mechanics and were used to find water activity and solute activity. The model suc-

cessfully captured activities and osmotic coefficients across the entire concentration

range by setting a reference point at pure solute, even for electrolytes. The model was

also successfully extended to multicomponent solutions (step 2, Figure 1.2), [24] and

included long-range Coulombic interactions to reduce parameters [28], and partial

dissociation of organic acids (step 3, Figure 1.2). [29]

The adsorption isotherm used in solution was subsequently introduced to the

surface by Wexler and Dutcher [21] to derive a model of surface tension (step 4, Figure

1.2). There were three key distinctions between the solution property model and

the surface tension model: 1) the roles of adsorbates and adsorbents were reversed,

making solvent molecules the adsorbents and solutes the adsorbates, 2) since the

solutes were allowed to adsorb at the surface in the new framework, the monolayer

(surface) was separate from the multilayer (bulk), and 3) a single layer was sufficient

at the surface to calculate surface tension; however, multilayers could be added if

Chapter 1 6 Boyer, H.C.
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required. The monolayer represents either the solutes that have adsorbed at the

surface and removed solvents (water molecules in the case of aqueous solutions), or

solutes that have remained in the bulk and have promoted a number of solvents to the

surface. New expressions for Gibbs free energy and entropy were found again using

statistical mechanics, where a surface partition function accounts for the available

configuration states of the surface and a bulk partition function accounts for solute

mixing between the surface and bulk phases.

Introduction to studying interfaces using biphasic microfluidics

At the microscale, surface forces dominate over gravitational and intertial effects.

Hudson et al. [42] and Cabral and Hudson [43] developed techniques for measur-

ing interfacial tension in a microfluidic device similar to the design shown in Figure

1.4. Fluid flow of two intersecting fluids occurs upstream, where one fluid becomes

the inner dispersed phase and the other becomes the surrounding continuous phase.

Downstream, the droplets are carried by the surrounding fluid through a transit chan-

nel with constrictions that induce an extensional flow field and cause the droplet to

deform. Droplet deformation is highly dependent on interfacial and viscous forces.

Interfacial tension is measured using theory based on emulsion studies by G. I. Tay-

lor [40] and J. M. Rallison [41], which uses force balances between the stresses from

extensional flow, the material deformation of the interface and the restoring forces

trying to keep the droplet spherical.

Knowledge of interfacial tensions can facilitate predictions of particle equilibrium

morphology through calculations of spreading coefficients. [37] Our results could

therefore apply to aerosol systems where organic lenses or shells cause deviations

from spherical shapes that are challenging to observe in situ. In Chapters 5 and

Chapter 1 7 Boyer, H.C.
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Figure 1.4: Microfluidic devices design for interfacial tensiometry.

6, atmospherically relevant liquid-liquid interfaces are studied using the aforemen-

tioned techniques. In particular, aqueous phases are studied containing secondary

organic aerosol (SOA), an important and abundant class of particulate matter that

are formed through photochemical reactions. [44–46] Characterization of SOA forma-

tion processes and equilibrium is poorly characterized and must be studied further

to better understand atmospheric aerosol’s role in climate and human health. [44,47]

Results are discussed in these chapters for interfacial tensions of SOA particle mimics

as well as their implications for particle morphology. [39] Chapter 5 is a study of solute

mixtures containing methylglyoxal and formaldehyde, plus an inorganic electrolyte,

ammonium sulfate. Aqueous phases with these specific water soluble compounds have

been shown to evolve chemically through self-reactions. [48] Chapter 6 includes results

for aqueous dicarboxylic acid solutions as well as chamber samples of SOA material

extracted in methanol. For the organic acids, both their binary aqueous solutions

and their ternary solutions with ammonium sulfate are studied.

Discussions on the use of surface tension model predictions and measurements

to calculate spreading coefficients are presented in the subsequent chapters. The

microfluidic experimental work in conjuction with modeling of aqueous surfaces offers

insight into the influence of solute on aerosol particle morphologies. The next chapter

Chapter 1 8 Boyer, H.C.
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focuses on the binary surface tension model, its application to aqueous electrolytes

and organics, and a reduction of parameters, towards fully predictive surface tension

modeling.

Chapter 1 9 Boyer, H.C.



Chapter 2

Parameter Interpretation and

Reduction for a Unified Statistical

Mechanical Surface Tension Model†

Predictive models of surface tension as a function of solute concentration are vi-

tal to numerous environmental, biological and industrial processes. In atmospheric

aerosol sciences, for example, models of surface tension are needed in order to predict

homogenous nucleation, growth of these nanoparticles to cloud condensation nuclei

(CCN), activation of CCN to clouds, aerosol particle morphology, and other aerosol

properties that influence weather, climate and health. However, atmospheric aerosol

microenvironments are composed of highly complex chemical solutions, comprising

both electrolytes and organic compounds. Limited composition data for aerosol par-

ticles are available from a combination of field and laboratory measurements [49–52]

and model predictions [53, 54], yielding only indicators of the organic composition

(e.g., oxygen to carbon ratios, structural groups present) [55, 56]. The challenge for

†Part of this chapter was carried out in collaboration with Anthony Wexler in Boyer, H.C.;
Wexler, A.; and Dutcher, C.S., Parameter Interpretation and Reduction for a Unified Statistical
Mechanical Surface Tension Model, Journal of Physical Chemistry Letters, 2015, 6, 3384-3389.
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models of surface tension relevant to atmospheric particles is predicting surface ten-

sion from only indications of composition.

There has been extensive research in the literature relating surfactant properties

of molecules to their group composition and structure. Quantitative Structure Prop-

erty Relationships (QSPR) for surfactants have been employed to relate properties of

molecules to pure compound surface tension, the critical micelle concentration, the

cloud point, and hydrophilic-lipophilic balance [57]. These correlations use a few key

molecular properties such as the Kier and Hall zeroth order connectivity index [58],

the second order structural information index [59], the relative number of oxygen and

nitrogen atoms (relevant to the surface activity of amines and related compounds),

and the dipole moment [60]. These correlations and others suggest that simple re-

lationships may exist between surface tension and organic compound moieties in

atmospheric particles and other applications.

Recently, Wexler and Dutcher [21] used statistical mechanics of multilayer sorption

to develop a surface tension model where the surface sorbs a single layer of solute

molecules. This model was successful over the full range of concentrations from

pure solvent to pure solute, and worked equally well for organics and electrolytes in

aqueous solutions. Therefore, the model has important implications for many fields,

where surface properties are important over a large concentration range. The goal of

the current work is to identify model parameter values for a breadth of solutes, relate

them to solute physical properties, and demonstrate a parameter free, fully predictive

surface tension modeling for single solute aqueous solutions. Literature values for

surface tension (see Wang et al, 2011 [61] for one compendium) and solute molecular

properties are used to develop relationships for the parameters in the Wexler and
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Dutcher surface tension model.

Methods

Wexler and Dutcher [21] employ statistical mechanics to derive an expression that

relates solution surface tension to solute activity. An expression for the Gibbs free

energy, G ≈ E – TS, was derived, where the energy term includes solute molecular

energies in the surface and bulk, and the entropy is found from Boltzmann’s formula,

S = kLnΩ, and partition functions for surface and bulk. In this framework, the Gibbs

dividing surface is implicitly defined by assuming single layer adsorption is sufficient

to describe the surface tension as a function of composition. Evaluating the system

in the limit of pure solvent gives the surface tension of the solvent alone, assumed to

be water in this work (σW ). The solution surface tension was found to be

σ = σw +
kT

rSw
Ln
( 1−Kas

1−Kas(1− C)

)
(2.1)

where k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature, SW is the surface area occupied

by one solvent molecule, and aS is the solute activity. The remaining quantities (r, K,

and C) are model parameters, where r is the average number of water molecules each

solute molecule displaces from the surface, and K and C are related to the sorption

energies. Specifically, K ≡ exp(εSB/kT) and C ≡ exp((εSS-εSB)/kT), where εSB and

εSS are the energies of each solute molecule in the bulk and surface, respectively.

Wang and coworkers [61] also developed a single solute surface tension model

as a function of solute activity. Equation 2.1 can be rearranged to σ = σW −

(kT/rSW )Ln(1 + KCaS/(1−KaS), comparable to equation 13 of the Wang model,

σ = σW + kTΓσ,0Ln(1−KaS/(1−KaS)) in which K has the same meaning in both

models, and surface excess Γσ,0 has a similar role to r in equation 2.1. Note that the
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Wang model does not use an equilibrium solute partitioning C parameter. Pegram

and Record [62] developed a thermodynamic analysis that treats individual ionic con-

tributions to surface tension increments (their equations 1 and 3) for dilute aqueous

electrolyte solutions. Separating single ion effects lead to their calculations of ion

solute-bulk partitioning and, by addition, electrolyte partition coefficients, denoted

as KP . It will be shown in this work that KP strongly correlates with the C parameter

in our model, which represents equilibrium partitioning of the solute between surface

and bulk.

Equation 2.1 can be solved for pure solute obtaining an expression for C in terms

of the pure solvent and solute σS surface tensions:

C = 1−

[
1− (1−K)exp

{
(σW − σS) kT

rSW

}
K

(2.2)

which can be used to eliminate one of the three free parameters from equation 2.1

when pure solute surface tension is known. For liquid solutes, such as many liquid

organics, solute surface tension data are widely available. For electrolyte salts, most

of which are solid at 298 K, σS values can be predicted using the method described

in Dutcher and coworkers [63] by extrapolating high-temperature molten salt surface

tension to 298 K using a slope and intercept based on melting temperature, cation

radius, and molar volume.

As shown by Wexler and Dutcher [21], equation 2.1 has a limiting case for com-

pounds where partitioning to the surface is strongly preferred, such as alcohols, for
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which εSB → −∞ causing K→ 0. In this case, equation 2.1 reduces to

σ = σw −
kT

rSw
Ln(1 +Kas) (2.3)

a form of the Szyszkowski equation [64]. If the pure solute and solvent surface tensions

are known, parameter K’ can be found by evaluating equation 2.3 in the limit of aS →

1,

Ln(K ′ + 1) =
rSw(σW − σS)

kT
(2.4)

leaving r as the single fit parameter. In this work, solute activity values, aS, in

the above equations were calculated from solvent activity or molality data using

the solution thermodynamics model of Dutcher and co-workers [22–24], who ex-

tended the monolayer adsorption isotherms of Brunauer -Emmett -Teller (BET) [31],

Guggenheim-Anderson- deBoer (GAB) [34–36], and Ally and Braunstein [33] to mul-

tiple monolayer formulation. The surface tension model fit parameter values are

identified by minimizing the root mean squared error, rmse =
√

Σ
np
1 (σfit − σdata)2/np

Organics

Surface tension predictions using equations 2.1 or 2.3 are shown in Figure 2.1

for representative aqueous solutions containing water-soluble organic compounds (see

supplemental material for organics not shown in this figure). In the dilute range,

surface tension depression is clearly steeper for surface active compounds that displace

more waters from the surface reflected in larger values of the model parameter r. For

example, referring to Table 2.1, r = 2.58, 3.00, and 4.56 for methanol, ethanol, and

isopropanol, respectively, showing an increase in value with number of methyl groups.

Since methyl groups increase molecular volume, it is expected that K’, a function of
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Figure 2.1: Surface tension as a function of solute activity for representative alcohols.
Solid lines are model predictions using a single parameter and dashed lines use zero
model parameters. There is a single parameter needed since sigmas is known for alco-
hols and C is not necessary in equation 2.3; K’ is eliminated through the relationship
with molar volume, v, (K’=e(0.067v)) − 1).

r through equation 2.4, depends on solute volume.

Figure 2.2 shows the relationship between K’ and solute molar volume v for simple

alcohols with one hydroxyl group (black circles) and glycols with two hydroxyl groups

(blue circles). Size dependence is observed for both classes of alcohols because of the

competing effects from hydroxyl groups increasing bulk solubility and methyl groups

increasing surface preference. A regression following the functional form of eq 4 gives

ln(K’+1)=0.067v.
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Solute r (fit) K (calc.) σS Ca,b rmse ncP xcmax ref.c

methanol 2.58 22.32 22.0 - 1.21 14e 1 H.C.B.
ethanol 3.00 69.19 22.2 - 3.48 15 1 [65]

2− propanol 4.30 291.2 21.0 - 2.74 14 1 [65]
1, 2ethanediol 6.42 57.79 46.2 - 0.341 18 1 [66]

1, 2propanediol 5.82 173.6 35.5 - 1.880 18 1 [66]
1, 3butanediol 6.77 326.7 37.0 - 1.24 18 1 [66]
1, 4butanediol 7.47 322.6 43.8 - 0.816 18 1 [66]
sorbitold 20.3 334.4 60.2 - 0.197 7 0.041 [67]
glycerola 33.1 0.91 62.0 331.7 0.0969 11 1 [68]
sucroseb -34.7 0.99 121 2.932 0.0468 5 0.16 [69]

Table 2.1: Summary of model parameters and data references for organic solutes.
The activity sources are from adsorption isotherm DGWC, [22–24] with energy of
multilayer adsorption parameters derived by a power law fit for glycerol and Coulom-
bic potential interaction [28] for the rest of the solutes. The limiting case fit equation
2.3, and a single adjustable parameter, r, was used for all compounds except sorbitol,
glycerol, and sucrose. For all equation 2.3 fits, the value of K ’ was obtained with
equation 2.4. aFor glycerol, the full form of the model (equation 2.1) was used, with
r and K as adjustable parameters. bFor sucrose, the full model (equation 2.1) was
used, with r, K, and σs as adjustable parameters. A calculated value for C is supplied
for both full model equation 2.1 cases. cNumber of data points, np, given in listed
reference (ref.), with a maximum mole fraction, xmax.

dFor sorbitol, the pure solute
surface tension is not known, so the limiting case equation 2.3 fit was used with 2
parameters, r and σs.

eMethanol surface tension measurements were taken by the
author with a Wilhemy plate method.

Combining equations 2.3 and 2.4 to eliminate r gives

σ = σW − (σW − σS)
Ln(1 +K ′aS)

Ln(1 +K ′)
(2.5)

Since K’ is only a function of v, equation 2.5 is a parameter-free model of surface ten-

sion for certain organic solutes as long as the pure solute surface tension and specific

volume are known. Figure 2.1 shows excellent agreement among three treatments:

the full model (equation 2.1) with 2 fit parameters, the limiting case model (2.3) with
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Figure 2.2: ln(K’+1) versus molar volume (cm3/mol for alcohols with two hydroxyl
groups and one hydroxyl group. The linear regression is ln(K’+1)=0.067v.

1 fit parameter, and the volume-based model (2.5) with no fit parameters.

Electrolytes

Whereas the surface tension of many surface active organics in aqueous solutions

can be modeled by equation 2.3, the full three parameter model (equation 2.1) is

needed for predicting surface tension for electrolyte solutions. In equations 2.1 and

2.2, there are three independent variables among r, K, C, and σS. A hypothetical value

of pure solute surface tension, σS, at 298 K can be estimated using the methods of

Dutcher et al. [63], thereby eliminating a parameter. Fitting r and K with the aqueous

electrolyte surface tension data yields values of K similar for nearly all electrolytes

addressed here. By treating K as a constant equal to 0.99, r is the only remaining fit
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Figure 2.3: C versus partitioning coefficient KP from Pegram and Record [62]. C
values are found using an estimate for σS from Dutcher et al [63] and constant K
= 0.99, leaving r as the only adjustable parameter. The exponential regression is
C=(2.878 ∗ 104)e−14.0KP .

parameter. Note that for surface active organics, values of K’ are in the range of 30

to 200 since they partition to the surface much more readily than the electrolytes.

Equation 2.3 can be used to replace the remaining parameter, r, with the pa-

rameter C. Figure 2.3 shows the relationship between C and the partitioning coeffi-

cients KP of Pegram and Record [62]. An important physical observation from this

trend is that the propensity of specific ions to adsorb at the surface is dominated

by anions, as shown by the clearly grouped electrolyte species in Figure 2.3. Also,

a series of anion families emerges in order of most to least surface active, beginning
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Figure 2.4: Surface tension as a function of electrolyte activity for ammonium sul-
fate, ammonium chloride, and ammonium nitrate. For all curves, pure solute surface
tension, (σS), predictions were obtained from reference [69]. Solid lines are equation
2.1, keeping K as a constant equal to 0.99 and allowing r to vary. Dashed lines are pa-
rameter free fits with equation 2.6, where C is from the regression curve from Figure
2.3. Shown in the subplot are data points with surface tension curves in the limited
ranges up to the solubility limit for each species. Data references are summarized in
Table 2.3.

with nitrates, followed by chlorides then sulfates. The regression in Figure 2.3 is

C=(2.878 ∗ 104)e−14.0KP . Combining equations 2.1 and 2.2 to eliminate r gives

σ = σW − (σS − σW )
Ln
(

1−KaS
1−KaS(1−C)

)
Ln
(

1−K
1−K(1−C)

) (2.6)

Equation 2.6 reduces to equation 2.5 for C=1. Using K=0.99 and the regression

above for C as a function of Kp in equation 2.6 produces a parameter-free model
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Solute
nm = 2 (eq 2.1) nm = 1 (eq 2.1) nm = 0 (eq 2.6)
r K rmse r rmse rmse

NaCl -4.78 0.99 1.59 -4.78 1.58 3.56
KCl -4.77 0.99 0.594 -4.76 0.559 0.559
NH4Cl -3.64 0.99 0.834 -3.64 0.844 0.794
CaCl2 -32.8 0.99 0.407 - - -
RbCl -3.72 0.99 0.932 -3.72 0.926 -
NaNO3 -5.52 0.99 0.493 -5.52 0.493 2.49
KNO3 -3.84 0.99 0.120 -3.84 0.120 3.60
NH4NO3 -6.74 0.99 0.146 -6.82 0.146 1.03
K2SO4 -3.51 0.97 0.280 -3.88 0.285 0.436

(NH4)2SO4 -4.04 0.99 0.999 -4.04 0.999 2.57

Table 2.2: Summary of model parameters resulting from electrolytes fits using equa-
tion 2.1 following parameter reduction for aqueous electrolyte solutions. For nm =
2, an estimated value for σs from reference [63] was used to eliminate an adjustable
parameter. For nm = 1, the average value K = 0.99 was used for all electrolytes while
r was allowed to vary. For nm = 0, the model inputs are pure solute surface tension
estimates and partition coefficients by Pegram and Record. [62] The activity sources
are all from adsorption isotherms; [22–24] for the sulfates and CaCl2, activity param-
eters are derived from a power law fit; for all other species, the energy of multilayer
adsorption parameters are derived from Coulombic interactions. [28]

that is fully predictive. Results of reduction to double parameter (r and K), single

parameter (r), and zero parameter versions of the model are summarized in Table

2.2.

Representative electrolyte results for surface tension predictions of ammonium

aqueous solutions are found in Figure 2.4, using the full three parameter model (equa-

tion 2.1, nm = 3), reduced model with pure electrolyte surface tension predictions from

reference [69] (equation 2.1, nm = 2), further reduced model with K as a constant

(equation 2.1, nm = 1), and finally a parameter free model based on calculated parti-

tioning coefficients from reference [62] (equation 2.6, nm = 0). Uncertainty of model

parameters decreased through parameter reduction. For NH4NO3, standard errors
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Solute np mmax reference

NaCl 22a 6.0 [69]
KCl 12 14 [69]
NH4Cl 7 8.0 [69]
CaCl2 10 7.0 [70]
RbCl 12 6.9 [71]
NaNO3 15 14.0 [69]
KNO3 7 3.6 [70]
NH4NO3 12 12.0 [69]
K2SO4 13 4.8 [69]

(NH4)2SO4 7 14.0 [69]

Table 2.3: Summary of data references for aqueous electrolyte solutions. Number
of data points, nP , is given in the column labeled reference (ref.), with a maximum
molality, mmax in kg/mol. aData was taken from both reference [69] and by the author
via Wilhemy plate method.

for r and K in the two parameter treatment are 0.621 and 0.138, respectively; for

the single parameter fit in which K is held at 0.99, the standard error for r is 0.0557,

a significant decrease from the 2 parameter fit. Similarly, for (NH4)2SO4, standard

errors for r and K are 1.68 and 0.428, and for just r, 0.267. For NH4Cl, standard

errors for r and K are 3.75 and 1.30, and for just r, 0.24. In general, the rmse values

reported in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 are on the order of magnitude of 0.1 to 1.0 mN/m.

The literature sources report errors no greater in magnitude than 0.1 mN/m. For

example, Vasquez et al. [65] reports a maximum experimental error of ± 0.4% mN/m

after averaging 5 to 10 measurements. Also, the International Critical Tables [69]

typically report standard deviations of ± 0.1 mN/m.
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Surface tension predictions of unparametrized electrolytes

Zero parameter model predictions are presented here for three electrolytes which

were not used in the parameter reduction: NaI, NaBr, and KBr. Three parameters

are needed to evaluate equation 2.6 (K, C, and σs). Pure electrolyte surface tension,

σs, is calculated from Dutcher et al. 2010 [63] for each of the three compounds.

Energy parameter C is found from the expression in Figure 2.3, since KP values are

available for each compound in Pegram and Record [62]. Finally, energy parameter

K is a constant near unity, a global value among electrolytes. Figures 2.5 -2.7 show

available data for each binary solution and parameter free model predictions. Plots

showing a short ranges of data and model treatment are in Appendix B. Table 2.4

contains parameter values used for each case and error of fit.
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Figure 2.5: Surface tension of aqueous NaI versus solute activity. The cirlces are data
and the solid line is parameter-free surface tension model predictions (equation 2.6),
where nm signifies the number of fit parameters. Parameter values and error of fit are
in Table 2.4. Data source: Abramzon and Gaukhberg, 1993 [70].
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Figure 2.6: Surface tension of aqueous NaBr versus solute activity. Circles and squares
are data and the solid line is parameter-free surface tension model predictions (equa-
tion 2.6), where nm signifies the number of fit parameters. Parameter values and
error of fit are in Table 2.4. Data sources: circles, surface tension data taken in
optical tweezers from University of Bristol collaborators in the lab group of Profes-
sor Jonathan P. Reid (for more details on optical tweezers surface tension measure-
ments, see Chapter 4); squares, dilute surface tension increment measurements from
Matubayasi et al. 2001 [72]
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Figure 2.7: Surface tension of aqueous KBr versus solute activity. Circles are data
and the solid line is parameter-free surface tension model predictions (equation 2.6),
where nm signifies the number of fit parameters. Parameter values and error of fit are
in Table 2.4. Data source: Abramzon and Gaukhberg, 1993 [71].

electrolyte r K C σs (mN/m) KP
a rmse

NaI -3.78 0.99 7.34 122.75 0.591 1.078
NaBr -4.84 0.99 46.59 146.23 0.459 0.195b

KBr -4.67 0.99 34.72 139.40 0.480 1.503

Table 2.4: Summary of parameter values and rmse of fit for sodium iodide, sodium
bromide, and potassium bromide. aPartition coefficients for electrolytes from Pegram
and Record, 2007 [62]. bRmse value computed for Matubayasi [72] data only.
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Summary

A model of surface tension as a function of solute activities was applied to elec-

trolytes and organic aqueous solutions. Solute concentrations were converted from

molalities to activities using the adsorption isotherm model of Dutcher et al. [22–24]

Surface tension as a function of activity is given by equation 2.1 for both organic and

electrolyte solutions, and requires 3 model parameters: r, K, and σS.

For the organics considered in this study, except glycerol and sucrose, a form of

the Szyszkowski equation [64], equation 2.3, was used. The Szyszkowski equation,

a limiting case of the full model where the solute primarily resides on the surface,

requires only two free parameters, K’ and σS. Since σS is known for many liquid or-

ganics, only a single model parameter, K’, is needed for this limiting case. We showed

that a simple relationship between the model parameter, K’, and the molar volume,

v, of the pure solute provides reasonably accurate estimates for surface tension as a

function of solute activity, given in equation 2.5.

For binary electrolytes, the full model, equation 2.1 which requires three parame-

ters, was applied to all electrolyte species represented in this work, including sulfates,

nitrates, and chlorides. Additionally, bromides and an iodide were treated with no

parametrization. Estimates of pure solute surface tension, σS, from Dutcher et al [63]

at 298 K were used to replace that parameter. Next, evaluation of many electrolytes

suggested that K could be considered a constant with a value of 0.99 reducing the num-

ber of model parameters to one. To obtain a parameter-free model for electrolytes,

partitioning coefficients from Pegram and Record [62] were compared to our results

for C, eliminating the final parameter. The reduced-parameter model for surface ten-

sion of binary electrolyte solutions is given in equation 2.6. The model of Wexler and
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Dutcher was derived from fundamental statistical mechanics considerations and was

shown in that work to accurately represent the surface tension-activity relationship

over the full range of concentrations from pure solvent to pure solute. That model

had two or three parameters, depending on the nature of the solute. In this work we

related these parameters to properties of the solute in aqueous solution to increase

the predictive capabilities of the model for compounds with insufficient data. The

predictive surface tension models developed here will have important implications for

fundamental thermodynamic studies of specific ion attraction or repulsion from the

surface [73] and surface forces produced by image charges and ion hydration [74], as

well as in crucial applications ranging from desalination of water [75] to atmospheric

aerosol particle dynamics modeling [76,77].

Appendices B and C provide details on model treatment of each electrolyte (Ap-

pendix B) and organic (Appendix C) in this chapter. The purpose of these appendices

is to provide access to raw data and model parameters for data poor regimes of certain

compounds or to extend the arbitrary model. Appendices E and F provide Matlab

fitting routines for electrolytes (Appendix E) and organics (Appendix F).

In the next chapter, the surface tension model framework is reinstated for an

important class of organic compounds that are abundant in the atmosphere: partially

dissociating organic acids. Surface partition functions are derived for ternary aqueous

solutions, where the acids are treated as two solutes (a neutral non-dissociated acid

and an ionic dissociated acid) of equal size and opposite surface propensity.
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Chapter 3

Statistical Thermodynamic Model

for Surface Tension of Aqueous

Organic Acids with Consideration

of Partial Dissociation†

Strong evidence of organic solutes residing on the surface of aqueous solutions, par-

ticularly atmospheric aerosol droplets, is observed through surface tension depression

with increasing amounts of organic solute. [77,78] In the atmosphere, the presence of

organic compounds at liquid-vapor aerosol interfaces can significantly alter aqueous

aerosol particle dynamics, including growth processes through the Kelvin effect [18,79]

and their potential for acting as seed particles in the atmosphere, or cloud conden-

sation nuclei (CCN), [12, 13, 80] which in turn affects supersaturation and cloud for-

mation. To accurately describe processes leading to CCN activation, classical Köhler

theory [17] requires water activity and surface tension, [16] otherwise the quantities

†Part of this chapter was published in Boyer, H.C. and Dutcher, C.S.; Statistical Thermodynamic
Model for Surface Tension of Aqueous Organic Acids with Consideration of Partial Dissociation,
Journal of Physical Chemistry A, 2016, 4368-4375
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are parameterized. [11] Surface tension is therefore an important property for deter-

mining interfacial processes of aqueous organics in the atmosphere.

Water soluble organic acids such as carboxylic and dicarboxylic acids are abundant

in the troposphere, [81] spanning concentrated urban areas as well as vast open spaces

over the Pacific Ocean and Antarctica. [82–89] For dicarboxylic acids, adsorption at

the liquid-vapor interface and orientation of the neutral form of acid molecules have

been verified experimentally using vibrational sum frequency spectroscopy (VSFS)

and theoretically with molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. [90–92] In mixtures,

there is recent evidence by Öhrwall and coworkers [93] of enhanced surface adsorption

of the acid salt in the presence of electrolyte solutes, especially those commonly

found in the atmosphere such as ammoniums. Additionally, it was shown by Lee and

coworkers [94] that if the organic acid is a weak surfactant, like citric acid, halogen

cations may be promoted to the surface instead of the organic molecules.

Several investigations into the structural properties and processes of surface ad-

sorbed aqueous organic acids have been performed. While surface preference of or-

ganic acids has been shown to increase with number of carbons per molecule, there is

also a possibility of solute expansion upon adsorption at the interface. [95] Addition-

ally, their impacts on surface-based heterogeneous chemistry in the atmosphere have

been observed through surficial reactions with the ambient gas phase, which have

potential to release organic acids from the aerosol particle matrix into ambient sur-

roundings through heterogeneous oxidation. [1, 96] Their potential to react with gas

phase radicals in the atmosphere affects aerosol particle hygroscopicity, morphology

and optical transmissivity. It is therefore critical to understand the effects of dicar-

boxylic acids, with consideration of their partial dissociation, on aqueous surfaces to
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better predict their role in atmospheric interfacial processes.

Surface tension measurements of some aqueous organic acids are available in cur-

rent literature. Hyvärinen et al. [97] provide tabulated surface tension data of oxalic,

succinic, malic, malonic, maleic, and cis-pinonic acids, all measured with a thermally

controlled Wilhemy plate apparatus. Found in Granados et al. [98] are data for aque-

ous formic, acetic, proprionic, and butyric acids by the pendant drop method. These

datasets are limited to sub-saturated solutions, yet realistic atmospheric conditions

create chemically complex systems in which one solute can be super-saturated with

respect to other solutes, thus presenting a key challenge for obtaining atmospheri-

cally applicable thermodynamic data of aqueous solutions. One recent approach by

Morris and coworkers [99] uses atomic force spectroscopy (AFM) to measure sur-

face tension of deliquesced aqueous droplets with electrolyte and organic acid solutes,

including NaCl, malonic and glutaric acids, at varying relative humidities. Fewer

surface tension measurements are needed if predictive modeling is available. Wexler

and Dutcher [21] recently developed a surface tension model of single solute aqueous

solutions that extends across the full range of concentrations from pure water to pure

solute. The model framework follows statistical mechanical methods of Dutcher et

al. [22–24] and Ohm et al., [28] in which they used multilayer adsorption isotherms

in solution and accounted for long- and short-range interactions between solute enti-

ties. Thermodynamic solution properties such as water activity, solute activity, and

osmotic coefficient can be predicted using this isotherm approach. A key distinction

between the solution and interface models is the assignment of sorbates and sorbents.

In the solution model, the solvent (water) adsorbs to sites on the solute, while at

the interface, solutes sorb to sites at the interface by displacing solvent molecules.
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Applying the theoretical framework of multilayer adsorption to the interface results

in a model that successfully predicts surface tension of binary aqueous solutions as a

function of solute activity. [21, 25]

In this work, we apply the binary model to organic acid aqueous solutions for

oxalic, malic, malonic, succinic, maleic, glutaric, citric, acetic, formic, propionic, and

butyric acids. We consider the partial dissociation of these acids using dissociation

constants K1 (mol/kg) from literature sources, [100–102] thereby accounting for the

concentration of both neutral and dissociated forms of the acid. To predict surface

tension of these ternary systems, we extend the surface tension model to allow two

separate solute species. Equilibrium of organic acid partial dissociation in water is

represented by HA⇀↽ H+ + A− for species with one carboxylic group. In the case of di-

and tricarboxylic acids, only the first dissociation is considered here, and the notation

HA is used to symbolize organic acids with either one, two, or three functional groups.

Theory

Consider two types of solute species: a non-dissociating, neutral organic (HA)

and a dissociating acid (H+A−). The maximum number of waters at the surface is

Ns,w, which represents surface adsorption sites for the solutes. The surface partition

function for the organic species is

Ωs,HA =
Ns,W !r̄

(Ns,W − r̄Ns,HA)!r̄(r̄Ns,HA)!r̄
(3.1)

and for the acid species, the number of configurations remaining on the leftover ad-

sorption sites is

Ωs,H+A− =
(Ns,W − r̄Ns,HA)!r̄

(Ns,W − r̄Ns,HA − r̄Ns,H+A−)!r̄(r̄Ns,H+A−)!r̄
(3.2)
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where Ns,HA and Ns,H+A− are the number of neutral organic and dissociated acid

solute molecules displacing water molecules from the surface. In the single solute case

from prior work, [21] r is a model parameter that represents the average number of

water molecules displaced from the surface by a single solute molecule and therefore

implies molecular size and surface density. Here, multifactorial skip r̄ represents

a collective effect of the two types of molecules, neutral and dissociated, together

displacing r̄ water molecules from the surface.

Multiplying equations 3.1 and 3.2, the surface partition function is

Ωsurface =
Ns,W !r̄

(Ns,W − r̄Ns,HA − r̄Ns,H+A−)!r̄(r̄Ns,HA)!r̄(r̄Ns,H+A−)!r̄
(3.3)

A bulk partition function is defined to represent surface-bulk mixing of the neutral

and dissociating species, resulting in

Ωbulk =
NHA!

Ns,HA!Nb,HA!

NH+A− !

Ns,H+A− !Nb,H+A− !

=
NHA!

Ns,HA!(NHA −Ns,HA)!

NH+A− !

Ns,H+A− !(NH+A− −Ns,H+A−)!

(3.4)

where Nb,HA and Nb,H+A− are the number of neutral organics and acids in the bulk

and where NHA=Ns,HA+Nb,HA and NH+A−=Ns,H+A−+Nb,H+A− . Configurational en-

tropy is obtained from Boltzmann’s formula, S=kLn(ΩsurfaceΩbulk. Using Stirling’s
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approximation including skips Ln(N!r̄) = N
r̄

LnN
r̄

-N
r̄

,

Ln(ΩsurfaceΩbulk)

= NHALn
NHA

NHA −Ns,HA

+NH+A−Ln
NH+A−

NH+A− −Ns,H+A−

+
Ns,W

r̄
Ln

Ns,W

Ns,W − r̄Ns,HA − r̄Ns,H+A−

+Ns,HALn
(Ns,W − r̄Ns,HA − r̄Ns,H+A−)(NHA −Ns,HA)

r̄N2
s,HA

+Ns,H+A−Ln
(Ns,W − r̄Ns,HA − r̄Ns,H+A−)(NH+A− −Ns,H+A−)

r̄N2
s,H+A−

(3.5)

The system energy is the sum of all molecular energies,

E = −Ns,W εs,W −Nb,W εb,W −Ns,HAεs,HA −Nb,HAεb,HA −Ns,H+A−εs,H+A−

−Nb,H+A−εb,H+A−

(3.6)

which can be rearranged as

E = −Ns,W∆εs,W −NW εb,W −Ns,HA∆εs,HA −NHAεb,HA −Ns,H+A−∆εs,H+A−

−NH+A−εb,H+A−

(3.7)

and represents waters on the surface (εs,W ) and bulk (εb,W ) and solutes on the

surface (εs,H+A−) and εs,HA) and bulk (εb,H+A− and εb,HA),∆εs,HA=εs,HA-εb,HA and

∆εs,H+A−=εs,H+A−-εb,H+A− , and total system waters NW=Ns,W+Nb,W . Assuming sys-

tem pressure and volume changes to be negligible so that energy is approximately the
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system enthalpy and combining equations 3.5 and 3.7, Gibbs free energy is

G

kT
≈ E

kT
− Ln(ΩsurfaceΩbulk) (3.8)

The surface area is needed to calculate surface tension. Area is defined as

Area = r̄SWN)s,HA+ r̄SWNs,H+A− + SW (Ns,W − r̄Ns,HA − r̄Ns,H+A−) = SWNs,W

(3.9)

where SW is the occupied area of one water molecule (0.1 nm2). Taking the derivative

of equation 3.8 with respect to area results in

σ = σW +
kT

r̄SW
Ln
(Ns,W − r̄Ns,HA − r̄Ns,H+A−

Ns,W

)
(3.10)

where surface tension of the solution is σ = 1
SW

∂G
∂Ns,W

and surface tension of pure

water, σ = −∆εs,W
SW

, is 71.98 mN/m at 298 K. In the limit of zero solute, the right

hand side of equation 3.10 correctly limits to σW .

Expressions for the activities of the neutral organic component (aHA) and the dis-

sociating acid component (aH+A−) are obtained from taking the derivative of equation

3.8 with respect to NHA and NH+A− , respectively, resulting in

KHAaHA = 1− Ns,HA

NHA

(3.11)

KH+A−aH+A− = 1−
Ns,H+A−

NH+A−
(3.12)

where KHA=exp(εb,HA/kT) and KH+A−=exp(εb,H+A−/kT). The condition of equilib-

rium partitioning between the surface phase and bulk phase is imposed by minimizing
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equation 3.8 with respect to Ns,HA and Ns,H+A− , resulting in

CHA =
r̄N2

s,HA

(Ns,W − r̄NHA − r̄NH+A−)(NHA −Ns,HA)
(3.13)

CH+A− =
r̄N2

s,H+A−

(Ns,W − r̄Ns,HA − r̄NH+A−)(NH+A− −Ns,H+A−)
(3.14)

where CHA=exp(∆εs,HA/kT) and CH+A−=exp(∆εs,H+A−/kT). Replacing all unknown

N quantities in the expression for Gibbs free energy with K and C energy parameters,

equations 3.11-3.14 are combined to yield surface tension as a function of solute

activities:

σ = σW −
kT

r̄SW
Ln
(

1 +
CHAKHAaHA

(1−KHAaHA)
+
CH+A−KH+A−aH+A−

(1−KH+A−aH+A−)

)
(3.15)

In the next section, the model is recast to include the quantity σacid, which represents

surface tension in the limit of pure solute. This provision allows the organic acids

with known surface tension, for example acetic (σacid = 27.0 mN/m) and formic (σacid

= 37.03 mN/m) acids, to reach an appropriate value of σ in equation 3.15 that must

equal σacid. For organic acids which are solid at 298 K, σacid yields a hypothetical

value for the liquid organic acid state.

Surface tension versus composition data of binary aqueous solutions with organic

acids were found in literature sources such as Hyvärinen et al. [97] and Granados

et al. [98] and also collected by the author with a Wilhemy plate system (Digital

Tensiometer K10ST by Krüss, Table 3.1). Concentrations were converted to activities

of the dissociating and non-dissociating species based on Raoult’s Law, assuming

ideal mixtures. The relative concentrations of the dissociating and non-dissociating
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x m (mol/kg) ρ× 10−3 (kg/L) σ (mN/m) st. dev.a

glutaric acid
0.00316 0.176 1.000 68.6 0.1
0.00974 0.546 1.013 65.0 0.1
0.0167 0.941 1.028 62.4 0.3
0.0345 2.00 1.064 60.3 0.1
0.0600 3.54 1.069 57.9 0.1
0.0727 4.35 1.090 57.4 0.1
0.0862 5.23 1.112 56.9 0.1
0.121 7.63 1.132 54.6 0.2

citric acid
0.00528 0.295 1.013 71.5 0.1
0.00978 0.548 1.032 70.8 0.1
0.0219 1.24 1.080 69.7 0.0
0.0489 2.85 1.128 68.3 0.1
0.0573 3.37 1.140 68.3 0.1
0.0688 4.10 1.187 68.0 0.1
0.0846 5.11 1.207 68.0 0.0
0.116 7.28 1.281 67.8 0.1

Table 3.1: Mole fraction (x), density (ρ), and surface tension (σ) of dicarboxylic acid
taken with a Wilhemy plate apparatus (Digital Tensiometer K10ST by Krüss) at T
= 298 K. Standard deviations are based on 3 trials at each concentration. aStandard
deviations are based on three trials at each concentration.

species can be found by using known dissociation constants, K1, [100–102] given in

Table 3.2 on a molality basis. The calculated molality of the non-dissociated acid

and the acid salt can be converted to mole fractions, which are used to determine

the mole-fraction based solute activities [103] used in the model equations in the

following section. Concentrations were converted to activities of based on Raoult’s

Law, assuming ideal mixtures.

Methods

Nominally, equation 3.15 requires five parameters (r̄, CHA, KHA, CH+A− , KH+A−).

SinceKH+A−=exp(εb,H+A−/kT) in the model development by Wexler and Dutcher [21]
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and εb,H+A− is defined to be negative, KHA tends towards zero since the neutral organic

form of the acid is known to be primarily surface active. Consequently, CHA becomes

very large so that organics adsorbed on the surface contribute to the change in surface

tension. The second term in the logarithm in equation 3.15 can thus be rewritten as

CHAKHAaHA, or K ′HAaHA. Note that the K ′HA here is used differently from equation

3.15 because it has absorbed CHA. The model is reduced to

σ = σW −
kT

r̄SW
Ln
(

1 +K ′HAaHA +
CH+A−KH+A−aH+A−

(1−KH+A−aH+A−)

)
(3.16)

In the limit of pure solute, there are hypothetically dissociated and non-dissociated

forms of the acid just as there are in aqueous solution, and thus the activities of each

are equal to the pure solute mole fraction, denoted as xHA* and xH+A−* respectively.

Solving for CH+A− under these conditions gives

C =
(1 +KH+A−x∗H+A−

KH+A−x∗H+A−

){
exp
(
(σW − σacid)r̄SW/kT

)
K ′HAx

∗
HA − 1

}
(3.17)

and substituting into equation 3.16, yields the full ternary model for surface tension,

σ = σW −
kT

r̄SW
Ln

(
1 +K ′HAaHA

+
aH+A−

x∗H+A−

(
1 +KH+A−x∗H+A−

1 +KH+A−aH+A−

){
exp

(
σW − σacid)r̄SW

kT

)
−K ′HAx∗HA − 1

})
(3.18)

In order to apply equation 3.18, predictions are needed for r̄, σacid, K′HA, and KH+A− ,

detailed below.

Neglecting dissociation, equation 3.18 reduces to the binary model in the limiting
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case for surface active organics:

σ = σW −
kT

r̄SW
Ln(1 +K ′HAaHA) (3.19)

which is the same form of the surface tension model derived by Wexler and Dutcher

[21] and represents a form of the Szyszkowski equation. [64] Estimates for r̄ and σacid

can be directly obtained from equation 3.19 and applied to the full ternary model in

equation 3.18 as these quantities do not change whether the system is treated as one

solute or two solutes. In the limit of pure solute,

r̄ =
SW
kT

Ln(1 +K ′HA)/(σW − σacid) (3.20)

Equation 3.19 was fit to surface tension data from literature, allowing K′HA and σacid to

vary and calculating r̄ from equation 3.20. Parameter K′HA was found to have a strong

correlation with molar volumes of the pure solutes, as shown in Figure 3.1, with an

exponential trend for acids with one functional group and a linear trend for those with

two or three. Replacing K′HA with estimates from the volume relationships in Figure

3.1 leaves σacid as the single remaining parameter, producing a physico-chemically

based estimate from the size of solute molecules and the number of functional groups.

For KH+A− , in recent work by Boyer et al., [25] it was found that the K parameter

for a binary aqueous solution could be approximated as a constant near unity for

dissociating species (KH+A−) in this work), such as electrolytes which tend to reside

in the bulk. The surface tension model they used was similar in form to equation

3.16 if aHA were taken to be zero, producing a binary model for fully dissociating

solutes like electrolytes. Following the results of Boyer et al., [25] KH+A− is held as a
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constant equal to unity for all organic acids.

Finally, for K′HA, this last remaining parameter in the ternary model is eliminated

by employing the volume relationship from the binary case. Equating the logarithm

arguments of equations 3.18 and 3.19 results in

K ′HA,ternary = K ′HA,binary

(
aHA + aH+A− − aH+A−

x∗
H+A−

(1+KH+A−x∗
H+A−

1+KH+A−aH+A−

)
aHA − x∗HA

aHA
x∗HA

(1+KH+A−x∗
H+A−

1+KH+A−aH+A−

)
)

(3.21)

where K′HA,ternary represents K′HA in equation 3.18 and K′HA,binary represents the value

found from the binary model (equation 3.19). The activities of the non-dissociated

and dissociated species (aHA and aH+A− ,) and pure solute mole fractions of each

species (xHA* and xH+A−*) are calculated from dissociation constant K1. Since all

inputs (σacid, r̄, K′HA, and KH+A−) are previously derived or estimated, the ternary

model in equation 3.19 is fully predictive for all organic acids studied here.

Surface tension data measured with a Wilhemy plate (Digital Tensiometer K10ST

by Krüss) for glutaric acid and citric acid aqueous solutions at varying concentrations

are reported in Table 3.1. All organic acids in this study are listed in Table 3.2,

including their chemical formulae and properties.

Results for dicarboxylic acids and citric acid.

Results of model application without dissociation, referred to as the binary model

(equation 3.19), are shown in Figure 3.2a and 3.2b for dicarboxylic acids and Figure

3.3 for citric acid. Parameters and errors are reported in Table 3.3. Values of pa-

rameters K′HA for all organic acids in this work were found to strongly correlate with

pure solute molar, as shown in Figure 3.1. For dicarboxylic acids and citric acid, a

linear regression curve K′HA,binary=7.0812v-278.65 and R2=0.907 was used to predict
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K′HA for those species. To ensure appropriate limiting behavior in the range of small

molecular size, the regression includes data points for formic and acetic acids because

of their lower molar volume.

As described in the next results section, the monocarboxylic acid group has a

separate K′HA correlation with molar volume because K′HA is related to number of

carboxyl functional groups in addition to size. The single remaining parameter for

dicarboxylic acids (and citric acid) using the binary model is σacid, a quantity that

is not known due to these species existing in crystalline form at room temperature.

Surface tension predictions following the volume based parameter reduction of K′HA

are shown in Figure 3.2a and 3.2b.

acid formula v (cm3/mol) solubilitya K1 (mol/kg) σ data ref. max. x

formic C2H2O2 37.73 1.80 × 10−4 b [104] 1.0
acetic C2H4O2 57.24 1.75 × 10−5 b [98] 1.0

propionic C3H6O2 74.98 1.38 × 10−5 c [104] 1.0
butyric C4H8O2 92.50 1.48 × 10−4 c [98] 1.0
malic C4H5O5 83.34 145 3.98 × 10−4 d [97] 0.0087

malonic C3H4O4 64.30 161 1.42 × 10−4 d [97] 0.158
succinic C4H6O4 75.70 8.80 6.17 × 10−4 d [97] 0.0117
glutaric C5H8O4 100.4 116 4.57 × 10−4 d e 0.121
citric C6H8O7 115.4 162 7.41 × 10−4 b e 0.116
oxalic C2H2O4 66.32 12.0 5.29 × 10−4 d [97] 0.0146
maleic C4H4O4 73.00 80.40 1.19 × 10−4 d [97] 0.1083

Table 3.2: Properties of organic acids. a(g of acid/100 g of water) at 25 ◦C , CRC
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics. [102].bPerrin [101]. cSaxena et al. [105]. dClegg
and Seinfeld [100]. eTaken by author with Wilhelmy plate method (see Table 3.1 for
data).
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(a) Binary model for dicarboxylic acids of high solubility.

(b) Binary model for dicarboxylic acids of low solubility.

Figure 3.2: Surface tension versus mole fraction for dicarboxylic acids. The solid lines
are from equation 3.19 with K′HA and σacid as fit parameters and r̄ is calculated from
equation 3.20. See Table 3.4, column “binary, nm = 2” for parameter values and rmse.
The dashed lines are equation 3.19 with σacid as the only parameter. A predicted value
of K′HA is used from the regression curve in Figure 3.1 and is calculated from equation
3.20. See Table 3.4, column “binary, nm = 1” for parameter values and rmse.
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Figure 3.3: Surface tension versus square root of mole fraction for citric acid, where
nm signifies the number of model parameters for each curve. The solid line is equation
3.19, the binary model, using two fit parameters K′HA and σacid. K′HA can also be
identified by the molar volume relationship in the caption of Figure 3.1, making σacid
the single fit parameter. The dashed line is equation 3.18 using only the previously
found binary parameters, since σacid should not vary and K′HA,ternary is computed from
equation 3.21 and K′H+A− , a constant equal to unity. See Table 3.3 for parameter
values and error.
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Figure 3.1: K′HA obtained from fits using the binary model (equation 3.19) versus
molar volume (cm3/mol) for all organic acids in this study. Squares represent mono-
carboxylic acids (formic, acetic, propionic, and butyric) and circles represent dicar-
boxylic acids (glutaric, maleic, malic, malonic, oxalic, succinic) and a tricarboxylic
acid (citric). The regression curve for carboxylic acids is K′HA,binary=0.0086e0.197v and
R2=0.947. The regression curve for dicarboxylic acids is K′HA,binary=7.0812v-278.65
and R2=0.907, where v is molar volume. For corresponding molar volumes, refer to
Table 3.2.
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acid σacid r̄
nm=2 nm = 1 nm=0 nm=2 nm = 1 nm=0

malic 64.39 64.17 64.17 32.08 30.26 30.26
malonic 56.12 56.78 56.78 12.75 14.03 14.03
succinic 50.93 49.72 49.72 11.12 10.27 10.27
glutaric 46.15 46.13 46.13 9.682 9.663 9.663
citric 64.05 65.64 65.64 25.48 40.82 40.82
oxalic 63.23 65.32 65.32 21.93 32.50 32.50
maleic 49.89 50.05 50.05 10.13 10.28 10.28

Korg rmse

malic 371.38 311.50 311.71 0.392 0.394 0.394
malonic 135.05 176.67 176.80 0.359 0.380 0.380
succinic 294.28 257.40 257.54 0.128 0.133 0.150
glutaric 435.15 432.30 432.08 0.335 0.335 0.335
citric 134.90 535.79 536.07 0.277 0.441 0.461
oxalic 104.79 190.97 191.27 0.104 0.111 0.111
maleic 228.36 238.38 238.50 0.827 0.828 0.828

Table 3.3: Dicarboxylic acids parameter values and error. Columns labeled “nm = 2”
and “nm = 1” use equation 3.19. The first has two parameters, σacid and K′HA, and r̄
is a function of K′HA and σacid through equation 3.20. The second uses only σacid as
a parameter, following estimation of K′HA throug K′HA,binary = 7.0812v-278.65 from
Figure 3.1. Columns labeled “nm = 0” use equation 3.18, where input variables are
the same as the previous column, except that K′HA for the ternary case is calculated
from equation 3.21. Not tabulated is KH+A− , a constant equal to unity for all species.
Citric acid contains three carboxyl groups and is therefore actually described as a
tricarboxylic acid.
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Results with consideration of partial dissociation, referred to as the ternary model

(equation 3.18), are shown in Figure 3.4a and 3.4b for dicarboxylic acids and in

Figure 3.3 for citric acid. Concentrations for aHA and aH+A− were calculated using

known dissociation constants K1 (mol/kg) in Table 3.2, again using the ideal mixture

approach. Surface tension predictions using the ternary model require zero adjustable

parameters since, of the four initial parameters, σacid is predicted from the binary case,

K′HA is calculated from equation 3.21, KH+A− is unity, and r̄ is calculated as a function

of σacid and K′HA using equation 3.20. Excellent agreement is found among the three

treatments of dicarboxylic acids and citric acid shown in Figures 2.2 - 2.4, validating

the ternary model developed here.

Surface tension depression for aqueous dicarboxylic acids, represented here as

σW -σacid, is shown to relate to parameters r̄, σacid and K′HA/r̄. In Figure 3.5, the

distinct correlation between K′HA/r̄ and surface tension depression precipitates from

the expression for surface concentration using Gibbs adsorption isotherm, ΓHA = -

1/kT∂σ/(∂Ln aHA), resulting in ΓHA ∝K′HA/r̄. Effects of odd acids C3 (malonic)

and C5 (glutaric) are evident in their higher solubilities than even acids because of

intermolecular torsion forces rotating molecules out of plane, thereby creating ener-

getically unfavorable structures. [106] However, odd and even acids show no clear

effects on surface tension depression.
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(a) Dissociation model for dicarboxylic acids of high solu-
bility.

(b) Dissociation model for dicarboxylic acids of low solubil-
ity.

Figure 3.4: Surface tension versus mole fraction for dicarboxylic acids. The dashed
lines are equation 3.18, using estimated values for variables σacid, K′HA, and r̄, requir-
ing zero model parameters (nm = 0). K′HA is not the exact same value from the binary
case; instead a predicted value is found from equation 3.21. KH+A− has a global value
applied here, which is equal to one for dissociated electrolyte species. See Table 3.3,
column nm = 0 for parameter values and rmse.
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Figure 3.5: r̄, σacid and K′HA/r̄ in order of increasing effect on surface tension depres-
sion,represented here as σW - σacid. The quantity K′HA/r̄ is related to surface excess
ΓHA through the Gibbs adsorption isotherm. Values for r̄, σacid, and K′HA are used
from Table 3.3 under the columns labeled “ternary, nm = 0”.
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Results for monocarboxylic acids

Results for the application of both the ternary (equation 3.18) and binary (equa-

tion 3.19) models for formic, acetic, and propionic acids are shown in Figure 3.6 and

for butyric acid in Figure 3.7. Parameter values and errors are reported in Table

3.4. Surface tension versus mole fraction data for each species was fit with equation

3.19 using a single parameter, K′HA, yielding a strong correlation with molar volume

(Figure 3.1). Using the relationship between K′HA and molar volume, K′HA was esti-

mated through the regression curve, K′HA,binary=0.0086e0.197v. For formic, propionic

and butyric acid, K′HA,binary from this expression was used in equation 3.21 to find

K′HA,ternary for the ternary model (equation 3.18).

Butyric acid surface tension depression is poorly captured using concentrations

derived from the idealized Raoult’s law, as shown by the green line in Figure 3.7. The

initial surface adsorption and evident critical concentration beyond which the surface

tension increment is small reflects strong deviations from ideal surface activity. The

rmse for butyric acid is approximately 6.5, but error is much higher between dilute

and moderate concentrations, where the surface tension depression is the steepest. To

capture true effective concentrations, activity coefficients are found from the modeling

work of Ohm et al., [28] a thermodynamic model of solution properties using methods

of statistical mechanics of multilayer adsorption similar to those used to derive the

current model at the interface.

Among the monocarboxylic acids, values for K′HA/r̄, an indicator of surface ex-

cess, were found to correlate strongly with oxygen to carbon ratio (O:C) and number

of carbon atoms per molecule, as shown in Figure 3.8. Carbon content enhances

hydrophobicity of the molecules, therefore driving them entropically to the aqueous
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Figure 3.6: Surface tension versus mole fraction for formic (triangles), acetic (circles)
and propionic (squares) acids, where nm signifies the number of model parameters for
each curve. For each acid, σacid is already known and r̄ is obtained from equation
3.20. Solid lines are equation 3.19, the binary model, using one fit parameter K′HA.
Dashed lines are also equation 3.19, with K′HA predicted the volume relationship in
Figure 3.1, K′HA,binary = 0.0086e0.197v and therefore zero parameters.

surface and making K′HA/r̄ higher. Also, carbon atoms give volume to the molecules

and, since K′HA is a function of volume (Figure 3.1), the trend is expectedly posi-

tive with number of carbons and negative with O:C. In complex aqueous aerosols,

information on individual organic molecules is often difficult to obtain, so O:C is a

simplified stand-in quantity for organic content.
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acid
σacid r̄

nm=2 nm = 1 nm=0 nm=2 nm = 1 nm=0

acetic 27.0 27.0 27.0 4.910 5.966 4.910
butyric 26.1 26.1 26.1 12.75 10.08 9.450
formic 37.0 37.0 37.0 11.12 3.932 3.230
propionic 26.2 26.2 26.2 8.932 9.995 8.995

Korg rmse

acetic 213.30 678.78 213.42 1.057 3.139 1.201
butyric 79,415 37,689 37,709 6.434 6.542 6.559
formic 27.216 14.539 14.547 0.538 1.904 1.882
propionic 20,847 22,361 22,361 2.603 2.604 2.610

Table 3.4: Monocarboxylic acids parameter values and error. Columns labeled ”nm =
1” and “nm = 0” use equation 3.19. The first has a single parameter, K′HA, and uses
known values of σacid. r̄ is a function of K′HA and σacid through equation 3.20. The sec-
ond requires zero parameters after estimating K′HA through K′HA,binary=0.0086e0.197v

from Figure 3.1. Columns labeled “nm = 0” use equation 3.18. Input variables are
the same as the previous column, except that K′HA for the ternary case is calculated
from equation 3.21. Not tabulated is K′H+A− , a constant equal to unity for all species.
Butyric acid was also treated with the ternary model using estimated activity coeffi-
cients from reference [28] instead of Raoult’s Law, using two parameters: r̄ = 5.371,
K′HA= 489.01, rmse = 2.672.
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Figure 3.7: Surface tension versus square root of mole fraction for butyric acid, for
which σacid is known. The solid line is equation 3.19, the ternary model. The solid
line has zero parameters since r̄ is calculated with equation 3.20, K′HA is predicted
from the volume relationship in Figure 3.1 and equation 3.21, and KH+A− is unity.
See Table 3.4 for parameter values and rmse. For the ideal case, Raoult’s Law was
employed for concentration values and dissociation constants based on molality from
literature sources [100, 101]. For the non-ideal case, activity coefficients were calcu-
lated from the modeling work of Ohm et al. [28] following a theoretical framework
of multilayer adsorption in solution and assuming a fixed dissociation for neutral or-
ganic and dissociated forms of the acids to be 2:1 and a parameter related to radial
distance between solute and solvent, ρ=0.08; energies of adsorption were unique for
each layer (there are 3 multilayers for each solute): for the neutral organic “HA”,
[CHA,1= 0.5488, CHA,2 = 0.4229, CHA,3=1.000] and deprotonated solute molecules
“H+A-”, [CH+A−,1 = 0.0453, CH+A−,2 = 3.223, CH+A−,3= 1.000].
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Figure 3.8: K′HA/r̄ versus oxygen to carbon ratio (O:C, circles) and number of carbon
atoms per molecule (triangles) for the monocarboxylic acids in this study: formic
(1C), acetic (2C), propionic (3C), and butyric (4C). For O:C for each species see
Table 3.2 and K′HA/r̄ values for each species see Table 3.4.
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Summary

A surface tension model previously developed for aqueous solutions containing

either an electrolyte or non-electrolyte solute was applied to organic acids. Initially,

aqueous organic acids were treated as binary (water + acid) systems. In the next

step, a ternary model was developed, and tested using the known partial dissociation

of the organic acids, in which acid molecules were either neutral or dissociating,

referred to as ternary (water + neutral + dissociating) systems. Following statistical

mechanics of multilayer adsorption at interfaces, [21] surface entropy and Gibbs free

energy were defined for dissociating organic acid solutes in water. Surface tension

was derived as a function of activities of the dissociating and non-dissociating forms

of the acid. Physical interpretations of parameters are supported by their reflection

of solute properties related to size and structure. The binary model recognized two

independent unknowns σacid and K′HA, where parameter K′HA was found to correlate

with pure component molar volume with trends diverging according to the number

of functional groups. Incorporating the realistic picture of partial dissociation, the

extended model creates an additional parameter, KH+A− , related to the bulk energy

for the ionized form of the acid molecules and set equal to unity. For eleven aqueous

organic acids, the fully predictive surface tension modeling was demonstrated and a

multi-component model was developed to advance predictive capabilities of the model

for complex aqueous systems.

Appendix D provide details on model treatment of each organic acid in this chap-

ter. The purpose of this appendix is to provide access to raw data and model pa-

rameters for data poor regimes of certain organic acids or to extend the arbitrary

model.
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In the next chapter, the model is again extended to treat ternary aqueous solu-

tions, with the noted difference of a complete decoupling of model parameters. For

the dissociation model, parameter r retained a collective meaning for the mixture,

but now an r is assigned for each individual solute in the next version of the model.
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Chapter 4

Statistical Thermodynamic Model

for Surface Tension of Organic and

Inorganic Aqueous Mixtures†

The surface tension of atmospheric aqueous aerosol particles is an essential factor

in determining growth processes, heterogeneous chemistry, phase transitions, equilib-

rium morphology, and cloud activation. [16, 19] Chemical constituents known to be

present in atmospheric aerosol are both organic (e.g. organic acids) and inorganic

(e.g. ammonium salts). Most organic solutes lower the surface tension of pure wa-

ter [77] by adsorbing at the surface. Inorganic electrolytes tend to remain in the

solution interior to due attractive ion-water interactions, which results in a relative

destabilizing of water interactions at the surface over in the bulk and an increase

in surface tension with respect to pure water. In solutions containing mixtures, the

effect of individual species on surfaces is convoluted.

†Part of this chapter was carried out in collaboration with University of Bristol researchers
Professor Jonathan P. Reid and Dr. Bryan R. Bzdek and was published in Boyer, H.C.; Bzdek,
B.R.; Reid, J.P.; and Dutcher, C.S., A Statistical Thermodynamic Model for Surface Tension of
Organic and Inorganic Aqueous Mixtures, Journal of Physical Chemistry A, 2017, 198-205
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There are recent experimental and computational efforts to understand surface

propensities of solutes in complex aqueous solutions. Öhrwall and coworkers [93]

use synchrotron radiation spectroscopy to show that the addition of ammonium elec-

trolytes enhances surface density of carboxylate ions in aqueous organic acid solutions.

They propose that instead of a salting-out effect brought on by the salt, a surface bi-

layer of ammonium ions enhances deprotonation of the neutral species on the surface.

Through molecular simulations of Venkateshwaran et al. [107], it was shown that ions

at the surface of aqueous solutions exhibit unexpected behavior such as attraction

between like charges in small ions when they are close to the vapor phase.

In the atmosphere, surface composition affects other surface-based properties and

processes of aqueous aerosol. One effect of organic molecules residing on surfaces is

that they can lower the critical supersaturation, [95] facilitating cloud droplet acti-

vation. [10] Organics can also enhance reaction rates between the liquid surface and

ambient vapor, specifically with gaseous molecular chloride and bromide. [108] Re-

cently, Reuhl et al. [19] and Noziere [109] highlighted the importance of accounting

for surface tension depression by organic solutes on aqueous surfaces in predictions

of cloud activation. In aqueous solutions of citric acid and sodium bromide, surface

composition and resulting effects on uptake kinetics have been quantified using X-

ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). [94] Ammonium sulfate tends to depress the

equilibrium vapor pressure of aqueous dicarboxylic acids, thus inhibiting partitioning

into the gas phase. [110] Frosch et al. [11] have studied cloud activation as affected by

solution properties (water activity) and surface properties (surface tension) in aque-

ous phases containing organic acids and inorganic electrolytes. The effects of solute

mixtures on aqueous surfaces must be better understood to accurately predict the
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fate of aerosol particles in the atmosphere.

There are a few existing surface tension models where the binary versions are suc-

cessfully extended to mixtures (a solvent plus two or more solutes) with no additional

parameters [63, 78, 111–114] that are constructed to treat each class of solute sepa-

rately. Li et al. [111] developed a surface tension model using an adsorption isotherm

similar to Langmuir that reaches solubility limits of many aqueous electrolytes with

both single and multiple solutes as a function of osmotic coefficient. Extending the

model to mixtures required no further parameterization. Solute activity was used to

represent concentration, for which they used Pitzer’s equation [115]. Li and Lu [112]

also developed a multicomponent surface tension model, but instead covered only

liquid organics solutes instead of electrolyte mixtures. They performed molecular

simulations assuming Lennard-Jones liquids with the convenience of using surface

tensions of pure liquids to determine parameters. Hu and Lee [113] demonstrate a

simple thermodynamic model where surface tension is a function of water activities

of the mixture and binary solutions of each solute at the same ionic strength. Finally,

Lee and Hildeman [78,114] measured surface tension for aqueous solutions containing

mixtures of dicarboxylic acids and fitted their results using the Szyzkowski equa-

tion [64] by extending the equation to ternary solutions. To our knowledge, there are

currently no available models that sufficiently handle electrolyte and organic mixtures

in the same solution without further parameterization and that can accurately ex-

tend to supersaturated concentrations. We present here a statistical thermodynamic

model of surface tension for ternary systems using only optimized parameters from

the binary cases [21, 25, 26] that is valid across the entire concentration range and

accommodates organic and inorganic solutes in the same system.
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In our prior work, a theoretical framework was developed in solution using adsorp-

tion isotherms, “hydrating” solutes with multi-layers with short-range energy param-

eters associated with each layer and long-range Coulombic interactions for charged

solutes. [22–24,28,29] Using statistical mechanics, the model gave predictions of mul-

ticomponent solution properties, such as water activity, osmotic coefficient, and solute

activity, as a function of solute molality. Next, the adsorption isotherm was applied

to the surface of a single solute aqueous solution, [21] with the important distinction

of solutes being the adsorbates, partitioning to the surface phase by displacing water

molecules. Again using statistical mechanics, partition functions were written for the

two regions: at the surface, representing the possible configurations of solvent and

solute molecules that partition to the interface; and in the bulk, representing solute

mixing between the surface and the bulk. While several multi-layers were necessary to

predict water activity, the surface tension model was successful in using the surface as

the monolayer, and the bulk as a single multi-layer. Using the same theoretical frame-

work as the binary case, the statistical mechanical derivation for a multicomponent

surface tension model and several applications are shown in the next section.

Excellent model agreement is shown with measurements from various sources.

In particular, a novel approach to directly measure the surface tension of airborne

picoliter droplets is used to compare to model results in the supersaturation regime.

[116] This approach relies on the measurement of damped shape oscillations resulting

from the coalescence of two airborne droplets. Building off of the parameterizations

of the binary model, [21,25,26] predictions for ternary systems are demonstrated with

absolutely no fitting. Model derivations for an arbitrary number of solutes are shown

in the last section of this chapter so the model can be further extended.
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Theory

Consider two solute species A and B in aqueous solution. The maximum number

of waters at the surface is NWS; each solute molecule displaces rA and rB waters from

the surface. The partition function for the surface for solute A is

Ωsurface,A =
NWS!rA

(NWS − rANAS)!rA(rANAS)!rA
(4.1)

and for solute B, the number of configurations remaining on the leftover adsorption

sites is

Ωsurface,B =
(NWS − rANAS)!rB

(NWS − rANAS − rBNBS)!rB(rBNBS)!rB
(4.2)

where NAS and NBS are the numbers of molecules A and B displacing waters on the

surface. In the single solute case, [21] r is a model parameter that represents the

average number of water molecules displaced from the surface by a solute molecule

and therefore is an indicator of size and surface density. In recent work, [26] r̄ was used

to represent a collective effect of two solutes in the development of a multicomponent

model that did not distinguish between solute sizes. Here, rA and rB are used to treat

individual size effects of each species. Multiplying equations 4.1 and 4.2 together, the

surface partition function is

Ωsurface,AB =

NWS!rA(NWS − rANAS)!rB
(NWS − rANAS)!rA(rANAS)!rA(NWS − rANAS − rBNBS)!rB(rBNBS)!rB

(4.3)

resulting in a partition function that gives solute A an arbitrary preference for surface

adsorption sites over B. Ωsurface,AB must not change if alternatively written with
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solute B in eq 4.1 and solute A in eq 4.2:

Ωsurface,BA =

NWS!rB(NWS − rBNBS)!rA
(NWS − rBNBS)!rB(rBNBS)!rB(NWS − rBNBS − rANAS)!rA(rANAS)!rA

(4.4)

Therefore, to establish symmetry and therefore preserve equal probabilities of A and

B surface adsorption, the surface partition function is written as

Ωsurface = (Ωsurface,ABΩsurface,BA)1/2 (4.5)

Next, the bulk partition functions represent mixing between surface and bulk phases.

NAB is the number of A molecules in the bulk and NA=NAB+NAS, so the bulk

partition function for A is

Ωbulk,A =
NA!

NAS!NAB!
=

NA!

NAS!(NA −NAS)!
(4.6)

and for B,

Ωbulk,B =
NB!

NBS!NBB!
=

NB!

NBS!(NB −NBS)!
(4.7)

where NB=NBB+NBS and NBB is the number of B molecules in the bulk. Letting

χ = NWS - rANAS - rBNBS, the full partition function is

Ω = ΩsurfaceΩbulk,AΩbulk,B = ΩsurfaceΩbulk

=
NA!NB!

(rANAS)!rA(rBNBS)!rBNAS!(NA −NAS)!NBS!(NB −NBS)!

×
(
NWS!rA(NWS − rANAS)!rBNWS!rB(NWS − rBNBS)!rA

χ!rAχ!rB(NWS − rANAS)!rA(NWS − rBNBS)!rB

)1/2

(4.8)
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Configurational entropy is obtained from Boltzmann’s formula, S=k ln(Ωsurface Ωbulk).

Using Stirling’s approximation including skips ln(N !r) = N
r

ln(N
r

) -N
r

,

lnΩ = NAln
NA

(NA −NAS)
+NBln

NB

(NB −NBS)

+
NWS

2rA
ln
NWS(NWS − rBNBS)

χ(NWS − rANAS)

+
NWS

2rB
ln
NWS(NWS − rANAS)

χ(NWS − rBNBS)
+
rANAS

2rB
ln

χ

(NWS − rANAS)

+
rBNBS

2rA
ln

χ

(NWS − rBNBS)
+
NAS

2

+ ln
χ(NWS − rANAS)(NA −NAS)2

r2
AN

4
AS

+
NBS

2
ln
χ(NWS − rBNBS)(NB −NBS)2

r2
BN

4
BS

(4.9)

The system energy is the sum of all molecular energies, represented by energies of

waters on the surface (εWS) and in the bulk (εWB) and solute molecules on the surface

and bulk (εAS, εAB, εBS, εBB).

E = −NWSεWS −NWBεWB −NASεAS −NABεAB −NBSεBS −NBBεBB (4.10)

which can be rearranged as

E = −NWS∆εWS −NW εWB −NAS∆εAS −NAεAB −NBS∆εBS −NBεBB (4.11)

where the total number of waters in the system is NW =NWS+NWB. Assuming

system energy is approximately the enthalpy due to negligible pressure and volume
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changes and combining equations 4.9 and 4.11, Gibbs free energy is

G/kT ≈ E/kT − lnΩ (4.12)

where SW is the occupied area of one water molecule (0.1 nm2). Taking the derivative

of equation 4.12 with respect to area and letting σ represent solution surface tension

and σW the surface tension of pure water (71.98 mN/m at 298 K) found in the limit

of zero solute, then

σ = σW +
kT

2rASW
ln

(
χ(NWS − rANAS)

NWS(NWS − rBNBS)

)
+

kT

2rBSW
ln

(
χ(NWS − rBNBS)

NWS(NWS − rANAS)

)
(4.13)

Expressions for the activities of solute A (aA) and solute B (aB) are obtained from

taking the derivative of equation 4.8 with respect toNA andNB, respectively, resulting

in

KAaA = 1− NAS

NA

(4.14)

KBaB = 1− NBS

NB

(4.15)

where KA=exp(-εAB/kT) and KB=exp(-εBB/kT). The condition of equilibrium par-

titioning between the surface phase and bulk phase is imposed by minimizing equation

4.12 with respect to NAS and NBS, resulting in

CA = exp

(
∆εAS
kT

)
=

(( (NWS−rANAS)
χ

)rA/rB
χ(NWS − rANAS)

)1/2
rAN

2
AS

NA −NAS

(4.16)
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CB = exp

(
∆εBS
kT

)
=

(( (NWS−rBNBS)
χ

)rB/rA
χ(NWS − rBNBS)

)1/2
rBN

2
BS

NB −NBS

(4.17)

In the case of a single solute A (NBS=0), equations 4.14 and 4.16 are rearranged and

substituted into equation 4.13, which results in

σ = σW +
kT

rSW
ln

(
1−KAaA

1−KAaA(1− CA)

)
(4.18)

which is the same form as the binary model from prior work by Wexler and Dutcher.

[21] In the case of two solutes, if rA and rB are not treated separately, but instead as

a unified quantity r̄, equations 4.14 - 4.17 could be combined to give

σ = σW −
kT

r̄SW
ln

(
1 +

CAKAaA
1−KAaA

+
CBKBaB
1−KBaB

)
(4.19)

as shown by Boyer and Dutcher. [26] However, the multicomponent model for solutes

of varied size, derived in this work, does not have a single analytic solution for surface

tension of solution as a function of concentrations. The model is rather a system of

nonlinear equations (4.13 - 4.17) that require numerical methods to solve, as detailed

in the next section, to get predictions of surface tension, σ, as a function of activities

aA and aB.

Computational Details

The set of equations 4.13 - 4.17 consist of model parameters (rA, KA, CA, rB, KB,

and CA), quantities representing waters and solutes at the surface (NWS, NAS, NBS,

NA, and NB), solute activities (aA and aB) and solution surface tension (σ). In recent

work by Boyer et al., [25] parameters r,K, and C for several electrolyte and organic

binary aqueous solutions were determined with the surface tension model from Wexler
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and Dutcher. [21] In the current work, those parameters identified for electrolytes and

glycerol are applied as constants in the new model for ternary solutions. For organic

solutes ethanol, glutaric acid, and succinic acid, new parameters were determined

from the binary model shown in eq 4.18, since in prior work [25], [26] a modified form

of the model was used for surface active species with a reduced number of parameters.

All parameter values and data sources used in this work can be found in Table 4.1.

solute r K C σs rmse data ref.

ethanol 2.950 9.348 × 10−8 3.743 × 108 22.20 1.425 [65]
NaCl -19.89 0.9900 3.101 × 104 101.5 0.393 [69]

glutaric acid 9.663 9.700 × 10−3 4.526 × 104 46.13 0.331 [26]
succinic acid 11.28 0.9579 312.4 39.62 0.128 [97]

Table 4.1: Parameters from binary modeling determined by equation 4.18.

For concentrations, activities for each solute aA and aB are calculated from the

modeling work of Ohm et al.,27 a thermodynamic model of solution properties using

methods of statistical mechanics of multilayer adsorption similar to those used to de-

rive the current model at the interface. The remaining unknowns are the N quantities

NWS, NAS, NBS, NA and NB and surface tension σ. Since NWS defines how many

waters exist at the interface without solute adsorption, it is set at an arbitrary value.

This leads to five unknowns are NAS, NBS, NA, NB and σ. Note that if there are

zero solutes, the resulting value of σ will be σW no matter what value NWS is used.

Equations 4.13 - 4.17 are a system of five nonlinear equations with five unknowns

(NAS, NBS, NA, NB and σ). To simplify the system to two equations, equations 4.14

and 4.15 are substituted into 4.16 and 4.17, respectively, resulting in

CA = exp

(
∆εAS
kT

)
=

(( (NWS−rANAS)
χ

)rA/rB
χ(NWS − rANAS)

)1/2
rANAS(1−KAaA)

KAaA
(4.20)
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CB = exp

(
∆εBS
kT

)
=

(( (NWS−rBNBS)
χ

)rB/rA
χ(NWS − rBNBS)

)1/2
rBNBS(1−KBaB)

KBaB
(4.21)

Here, there are two equations (4.20 and 4.21) and two unknowns (NAS and NBS).

Surface tension is found by substituting the solutions from equations 4.20 and 4.21

into equation 4.13, again noting that there are no ternary mixing parameters in the

model.

Experimental Methods

For the binary NaCl-water and glutaric acid-water systems as well as for the

ternary NaCl-glutaric acid-water system, model estimations were compared to sur-

face tension measurements performed directly on 5-10 µm radius aerosol droplets

using holographic aerosol optical tweezers. [116] Because the measurement is made

on aerosol rather than bulk solutions, measurements on supersaturated solute states

are accessible by this approach. The experimental apparatus has been described in

detail previously. [116–119] In a typical experiment, two aqueous droplets were cap-

tured in two separate optical traps by nebulizing (Omron NE U22) a solution into a

humidity-controlled trapping chamber. The two optical traps were created using a

spatial light modulator (LCOS-SLM, Hamamatsu X10468) that dynamically shapes

the phase front of a continuous wave 532 nm laser (Laser Quantum, Opus 3QW).

The relative positions of these traps are controlled by a pre-calculated sequence of

kinoforms, and the rate at which the kinoforms were changed was user-controlled.

Once the trap separation was sufficiently small, the two droplets coalesced to one

composite droplet. The capture and relative position of the droplets was monitored

with a camera (Dalsa Genie HM 640, CMOS) utilizing widefield illumination with

a high power LED (Thorlabs, 470 nm). Inelastic backscattered (Raman) laser light
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was directed to a 0.5 m focal length spectrograph (Princeton Instruments, Action

Spectra Prop SP-2500). The Raman spectrum from a spherical droplet consists of a

broad underlying Stokes band with superimposed resonant structure at wavelengths

commensurate with whispering gallery modes (WGMs; see Figure 4.1a), from which

the radius, refractive index, and dispersion can be determined with accuracies better

than 2 nm, 0.0005, and 3 × 10−8 cm respectively. [120] Elastic backscattered laser

light (see Figure 4.1b) was collected using a silicon photodetector (Thorlabs, DET

110) and recorded using a low-load, 12 bit ADC resolution, 2.5 GS·s-1 sample rate

oscilloscope (LeCroy, HDO 6034-MS).

The basic measurement involves monitoring the damped oscillations in droplet

shape that occur upon the coalescence of two droplets with lower viscosity than 20

mPa-s. The time dependence of the changing shape of the composite droplet in the

microseconds following coalescence is determined from highly time-resolved (∼100 ns

time resolution) measurements of the varying intensity of the elastic backscattered

light, which corresponds to changes in droplet shape. [120] The frequency of these

shape oscillations gives the surface tension of the composite droplet through equation

4.22. [121,122]

σ =
a3ρω2

l

l(l − 1)(l + 2)
(4.22)

where σ is the composite droplet surface tension, l is the mode order (a characteristic

deformation in droplet shape), ωl is the angular oscillation frequency of a given mode

order, a is the droplet radius, and ρ is the droplet density. In general, surface tensions

retrieved by this approach have an accuracy and precision better than ±1 mN/m.

Figure 4.1 shows examples of experimental data for a sodium chloride droplet with

high surface tension (σ = 82 mN/m, lower traces) and for a glutaric acid droplet with
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Figure 4.1: Holographic optical tweezers measurements require simultaneous acqui-
sition of the Raman spectrum of a coalesced droplet and the elastic backscattered
light from the coalescence event. Part (a) shows representative Raman spectra for
a composite sodium chloride droplet (lower trace) and glutaric acid droplet (higher
trace) immediately after the coalescence event. The best fit radius and refractive
index are given for each droplet. The elastic backscatter intensity for both experi-
ments are shown in part (b). Part (c) shows the Fast Fourier Transform of part (b)
to determine the droplet shape oscillation frequency, which is reported in the figure.
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low surface tension (σ = 57 mN/m, higher traces). In Figure 4.1a, a representative

Raman spectrum is shown for the coalesced droplet in each experiment. The positions

of the WGMs are used to extract the droplet radius and refractive index at 650 nm

with high precision. From the measured refractive index, several droplet properties

(solute concentration, density, and viscosity) are obtained through parametrizations

of bulk data. [123] Figure 4.1b shows the elastic backscatter intensity during the

coalescence event for both droplets. The difference in intensity results from the dif-

fering droplet sizes. The intensity maxima and minima correspond to the extremes

in droplet shape distortion. [116], [124] It is clear from the elastic backscatter inten-

sity that the oscillation frequency is higher for the NaCl droplet, which is a smaller

droplet and has a higher surface tension. The Fast Fourier Transform is applied to the

elastic backscatter intensity to give Figure 4.1c, which shows the droplet oscillation

frequency for each droplet, with the frequency for the l = 2 mode most prominent

as this is the mode that persists for the longest time during the shape relaxation.

From the droplet oscillation frequency, radius, and refractive index, it is possible to

quantify the droplet surface tension through equation 4.22.

Results and discussion

In Figure 4.2, surface tension measurements are compared to predictions for sev-

eral binary and ternary aqueous solutions, demonstrating that the model was suc-

cessfully applied to systems containing two electrolytes, two organics, or one or-

ganic and one electrolyte. Excellent agreement is found between predictions and

measurements for the following systems: NaCl + KCl, NaCl + succinic acid, NaCl

+ glutaric acid, ethanol + glycerol, and NH4NO3 + (NH4)2SO4. The rmse of fit,

rmse =
√∑nP

i=1(σdatai − σpredi )2/nP , and data sources are in Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Surface tension model predictions (pred.) vs. surface tension data (meas.)
for four ternary systems and three binary systems. For each point, a predicted value
was found based on the concentrations of the two solutes in the corresponding mea-
sured point. Thus, any variation in the y-axis is purely from change in amount or
type of solute. Data sources: methanol, citric acid, and NH4NO3 + (NH4)2SO4 (taken
by H.C.B with Wilhelmy plate, Digital Tensiometer K10ST by Krüss); formic acid
(Alvarez et al., 1997 [104]); ethanol + glycerol (Ernst et al., 1936 [68]); NaCl + KCl,
(Belton, 1935 [125]); NaCl + succinic acid (Vanhanen et a.l, 2008 [126]).
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mixture rmsea nbp data ref/meas.c

ethanol + glycerol 1.379 34 [68]
NH4NO3 + (NH4)2SO4 0.424 4 [63]
NaCl + succinic acid 0.218 16 [125]
NaCl + glutaric acid 1.013 10 optical tweezers

NaCl +KCl 0.420 12 [125]

Table 4.2: Results for ternary aqueous mixtures. aError from model fitting. bNumber
of data points. cData references (measurements were taken by the authros for
NH4NO3 - (NH4)2SO4 and NaCl - glutaric acid.

Next, in Figures 4.3 - 4.5, a specific case for each type of system (electrolyte +

organic, organic + organic, electrolyte + electrolyte) is examined to demonstrate

that the surface tension is calculated as a function of activity of each solute and

that reasonable predictions can be made in the absence of data. For all solutes

except organic acids, solute activities in mixtures are found from the solution property

modeling work using the adsorption isotherm of Dutcher et al. [22–24] and Ohm et

al. [28] For organic acids, activities are found assuming ideal mixing with Raoult’s

Law, which was shown to work well for these systems when predicting surface tension.

[26] Surface tension versus concentration curves in Figures 4.3 - 4.5 are predictions

in which the system composition varies from zero solute (pure water) to zero water

(pure solute), while the ratio of solutes is held constant as water content changes.

For several solute species (glycerol, ammonium nitrate, ammonium sulfate, potas-

sium chloride), binary model parameters were determined in recent work in which

parameters were reduced through correlations with physico-chemical properties, to-

wards fully predictive surface tension modeling of binary solutions. [25] Binary pre-

dictions for the other solutes in this study (ethanol, NaCl, glutaric acid, succinic

acid) are found by fitting equation 4.18 to bulk data and optimizing the three model
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parameters r, K, and C (Table 4.1). The surface tension of pure solute, σs, can also

be used as a parameter when equation 4.18 is evaluated in the limit of pure solute. If

σs is a known quantity, as is the case for many liquid organics, then it can eliminate a

parameter. Binary predictions for both solutes are found by fitting equation 4.18 to

bulk data and optimizing the three model parameters r, K, and C. Model predictions

for ternary solutions are found using methods detailed in the Computational Details

section. As mole ratio increases to favor one solute, the curves progress towards the

corresponding binary curve, and correctly limit to the binary case in the limit of one

solute.

Electrolyte + organic + water. Model application to ternary aqueous mix-

tures containing an electrolyte (NaCl) and an organic (glutaric acid) are shown in

Figure 4.3 as well as their respective binary curves. For the first time, we compare

binary model predictions to surface tension measurements beyond the solubility limit.

Ternary predictions are shown for a mass ratio of 1:1. Supporting data for binary

NaCl, binary glutaric acid, and the mixture are provided by experiments using op-

tical tweezers detailed in Experimental Methods. The optical tweezers data are also

presented here for binary NaCl and glutaric acid aqueous solutions that extend into

the supersaturated regime. As shown by the red and blue lines and full symbols in

Figure 4.3, there is excellent agreement between model predictions and experiments.

For organic and inorganic aqueous mixtures not discussed here, a “salting out” phe-

nomenon may occur in which strongly dissolved salts force organic molecules out of

solution, thereby driving them to the surface, and in turn lowering surface tension

below that of the organic salt-free solution. The model successfully predicts surface

tension of mixtures in Figure 4.3 by allowing organics and electrolytes to compete
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Figure 4.3: Surface tension model predictions and measurements versus molality. In
the mixture, molality is the sum of the molalities of each solute. Model predictions
for the binary systems are found through equation 4.18. For the mixture, which has a
1:1 composition by mass, there is no fitting to the data presented. Instead, the 6 total
model parameters from the binary treatments are applied to equations 4.13, 4.20 and
4.21 to produce the curve. Data sources: aWashburn et al., 1928. [69]; bBoyer and
Dutcher, 2016 [26].
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for surface adsorption sites with equal probability. To capture salting out effects, a

new parameter would be needed to account for solute-solute interactions, either in

the surface tension model [21, 25,26] or in the solution activity model. [22–24,28,29]

Organic + organic + water. In Figure 4.4, model prediction curves and data

are shown at various constant mole ratios. Mixture data for equimolal solutions,

or concentrations with mole ratio 1:1, are in close agreement with predictions. The

additional curves shown in Figure 4.4 exhibit key capabilities of the model: sensitivity

to mole ratio as well as specific effects of each compound. As the mole ratio changes,

predictions tend toward the appropriate binary curve, while it is also clear that ethanol

has a dominant effect at the surface.

Electrolyte + electrolyte + water. Model application to aqueous mixtures

containing two electrolytes (ammonium nitrate and ammonium sulfate) are shown in

Figure 4.5. Between the binary curves for each solute are model runs for different

fixed mole ratios, accompanied by supporting data for the mole ratio 1:1 taken using a

Wilhelmy plate (Digital Tensiometer K10ST by Krüss). Both binary fits use a single

model parameter, r, where others have been eliminated through physical interpre-

tation in recent work. [25] For ammonium sulfate, rmse for the single parameter fit

was 0.999, and for ammonium nitrate, rmse was 0.146. When applied to the model

presented here, the higher error for binary ammonium sulfate spreads into mixture

predictions. Allowing three model parameters to vary instead of one decreases the

error for ammonium sulfate to an rmse of 0.219.

Summary

Based on a previously derived surface tension model for binary aqueous solu-

tions [21] that uses adsorption isotherms at the interface of solution, we have derived
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Figure 4.4: Surface tension versus mole fraction predictions for ethanol and glyc-
erol aqueous solutions and mixtures (glycerol + ethanol + water) at different glyc-
erol:ethanol (glyc:eth) mole ratios. Also shown are the curves of binary solutions
with each solute and a sample of surface tension data for the 1:1 mixture that agree
with predictions. Model predictions for the binary systems are found through equa-
tion 4.18. The mole fractions represent the fraction of total amount of solute. Data
sources: Glycerol and mixture: Ernst et al., 1936 [68]; ethanol: Vazquez et al.,
1995 [65].
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Figure 4.5: Surface tension model predictions and measurements versus molality for
the ternary system consisting of NH4NO3 (AN) and (NH4)2SO4 (AS) mixtures in
aqueous solutions. In the mixture, molality is the sum of the molalities of each
solute. Model predictions for the binary systems are found through equation 4.18.
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a model that handles two separate solutes and is a function of solute concentration

and solute ratio. The adsorption isotherm framework [22–24, 28] was developed be-

forehand to predict solution properties and subsequently applied to the interface. It

was then demonstrated that the surface tension binary model works equally well for

organic and electrolyte solutes, [21], [25] and can be extended to partially dissociating

organic acids by decoupling a single model parameter. [26] Here, we present a mul-

ticomponent surface tension model for aqueous solutions containing two solutes and

demonstrate its versatility by applying it to mixtures of water soluble organic and

inorganic compounds. The efficacy of the model is shown by comparing predictions

of ternary solutions to data. Although data for ternary solutions are scarce, there is

remarkable agreement in cases where data are available for comparison with model

predictions. Surface tension measurements for systems of aqueous NaCl, glutaric

acid, and a mixture of the two are obtained using optical tweezers, which have the

capability of measuring surface tension of picolitre droplets in supersaturated states.

The overall excellent agreement between model predictions and data from bulk and

optical tweezers measurements of ternary systems shows strong potential for adapting

the model to solutions of increasing complexity.

The end of this chapter signifies the culmination of the thermodynamic modeling

work in this thesis. As a final installment, the derivation for the surface tension

model for an arbitrary number of solutes is presented in the next section. Then,

the remaining chapters highlight experimental work using a microfluidics platform to

study liquid-liquid interfaces.

Statistical mechanical derivation for an arbitrary number of solutes

For an arbitrary number of solutes, n, we define the number of possible configura-
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tions of at the surface in equation 4.23, the surface partition function. Subscript j of

the first multiplicative sum represents the solute that adsorbs at the surface (or bulk)

first, where each solute in the system from A to Z has this position (n-1)! times.

Solute k of the next multiplicative sum represents all solutes except for j, with the

notation k < j meaning the subsequent solutes that have the second spot in line (n-2)!

times. The multiplicative sums are defined as needed for however many solutes are

in the system. With this approach, there is a unique combination for each permuta-

tion of solute adsorption, making a total of n! possible surface partition functions.

Therefore, the entire product is raised to the power 1/n!, resulting in

Ωsurface =


Z∏
j

∏
k<j

∏
l<k

...

NWS!
(n−1)!
rj (NWS − rkNkS)!

(n−2)!
rj

(NWS − rkNkS − rlNlS)!
(n−3)!
rj ...(

rjNjS

)
!n!
rj

(
NWS − rjNjS

)
!
(n−1)!
rj(

NWS − rjNjS − rkNkS

)
!
(n−2)!
rk(

NWS − rjNjS − rkNkS − rlNlS

)
!
(n−3)!
rl ...



1/n!

(4.23)

The bulk partition function represents mixing between the surface and the bulk

for each solute:

Ωbulk =
Z∏
j=A

Nj!

NjS!(Nj −NjS)!
(4.24)

Gibbs free energy, G ≈ E - TS, must be found next. We obtain an expression for
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entropy through Boltzmann’s equation, S = kBLnΩbulkΩsurface, giving

S

kB
=

1

n!

[
Z∑
j=A

NjLn

(
Nj

Nj −NjS

)
+
∑
k<j

∑
l<k

...
NWS

rj
Ln

(( NWS

NWS − rjNjS

)(n−1)!( rk(NWS − rkNkS)

rj(NWS − rjNjS − rkNkS)

)(n−2)!

( rl(NWS − rkNkS)− rlNlS)

rj(NWS − rjNjS − rkNkS − rlNlS)

)(n−3)!

...

)
+NjSLn

((Nj −NjS

N2
jS

)n!(NWS − rjNjS

rj

)(n−1)!(NWS − rjNjS − rkNkS

rk

)(n−2)!rj/rk

(NWS − rjNjS − rkNkS − rlNlS

rl

)(n−3)!rj/rl
...

)
+NkSLn

((NWS − rjNjS − rkNkS

rk

)(n−2)!( rj
NWS − rkNkS

)(n−2)!rk/rj

(NWS − rjNjS − rkNkS − rlNlS

rl

)(n−3)!rk/rl
( rj
NWS − rkNkS − rlNlS

(n−3)!rk/rj
...

)
+NlSLn

((NWS − rjNjS − rkNkS − rlNlS

rl

)(n−3)!

( rj
NWS − rkNkS − rlNlS

)(n−3)!rl/rj
...

)
...

]
(4.25)

The total energy is the sum of molecular energies of waters at the surface (εWS),

waters in the bulk (εWB), solutes at the surface (εjS) and solutes in the bulk (εjB)

multiplied by the number of each, giving

E = −NWS∆εWS −NW εWB −
Z∑
j=A

(NjS∆εjS −NjεjB) (4.26)

Solute activity is the derivative of G with respect to number of solutes in the system,

Nj, resulting in

Kjaj = 1−NjS/Nj (4.27)
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where Kj = exp((-εjB)/(kBT)). Equilibrium partitioning of a solute between the

surface and bulk is imposed by taking the derivative of G with respect to number of

solutes at the surface, NjS, and setting it equal to zero, resulting in

Cj = exp
(∆εjS
kBT

)
=
∏
k<j

∏
l<k

...
N2
jS

Nj −NjS

[(
rj

NWS − rjNjS

)(n−1)!(
rj

NWS − rjNjS − rkNkS

)(n−2)!

×
(

rj
NWS − rjNjS − rkNkS − rlNlS

)(n−3)!

×
(

NWS − rjNjS

NWS − rjNjS − rkNkS

)(n−2)!rj/rk

×
(

NWS − rjNjS − rkNkS

NWS − rjNjS − rkNkS − rlNlS

)(n−3)!rj)/rl

×
(
NWS − rjNjS − rkNkS

rk

)(n−3)!rj/rl

×
(

rl
NWS − rjNjS − rkNkS − rlNlS

)(n−3)!rj/rl
] 1
n!

(4.28)

Surface tension is obtained by taking the derivative of G with respect to area, approx-

imated as the projected area of one water molecule, SW , times the maximum number

of waters at the surface, NWS. There are also solutes at the surface, so area occupied

by solutes is actually rjNjSSW and the area occupied by waters is SW (NWS - rjNjS),
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making the total area SW NWS. The expression for surface tension is

σ = σw +
Z∑
j=A

∑
k<j

∑
l<k

. . .
kBT

rjSw

1

n!
Ln

[(
NWS − rjNjS

NWS

)(n−1)!

×
(
rj(NWS − rjNjS − rkNkS)

(rk(NWS − rkNkS)

)(n−2)!

×
(
rj(NWS − rjNjS − rkNkS − rlNlS)

rl(NWS − rkNkS − rlNlS)

)(n−3)!
]

(4.29)

Equations 4.25, 4.28, and 4.29 are evaluated for 4.23, 4.24, and 4.25 solute systems

in Appendix A.
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Chapter 5

Interfacial Tensions of Aged

Organic Aerosol Particle Mimics

Using a Biphasic Microfluidic

Platform†

Introduction

The preceding chapters discussed advancements in surface tension model develop-

ment, especially towards fully predictive modeling requiring no parameters for binary

and multicomponent aqueous mixtures. Data are crucial for assessing the accuracy

of the model, yet data are scarce for many atmospherically relevant systems. Model

application to organic solutes that are abundant in the atmosphere is limited by a

lack of data. Sample volumes of atmospheric aerosols are often too small to perform

bulk measurements of surface tension. Microfluidic tensiometry is a highly advan-

tageous technique for organic aerosol chemicals, as the samples themselves may be

†This work was carried out in collaboration with Dr. Andrew Metcalf and was published in
Metcalf, A.; Boyer, H.C.; and Dutcher, C.S., Interfacial Tensions of Aged Organic Aerosol Particle
Mimics Using a Biphasic Microfluidic Platform,Environmental Science and Technology, 2016, 1251-
1259
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microfluids.

Secondary organic aerosol (SOA) particles are nearly ubiquitous in the atmo-

sphere, [44, 46, 127] and yet there remains large uncertainties in their formation pro-

cesses and ambient properties. [47, 128] These particles are complex microenviron-

ments that can contain multiple interfaces due to internal liquid-liquid phase separa-

tion and to the external liquid-vapor surface. These aerosol interfaces can profoundly

affect the fate of condensable organic compounds emitted into the atmosphere by

altering the way in which organic vapors interact with the ambient aerosol. For

example, organic thin films can shield the core of the aerosol from the ambient envi-

ronment, which may disrupt equilibrium partitioning and mass transfer. To further

understand SOA behavior in the atmosphere, it is necessary to investigate aerosol

interfaces arising from liquid-liquid phase separation within aqueous aerosol. [129]

The presence of surface active constituents (i.e., organic acids, diacids, proteins,

and humiclike substances) in atmospheric aerosol leads to the formation of surface

films on aerosol particles due to hydrophobic groups preferentially protruding out of

the particle into the surrounding gas phase. [130] Surface-active organics are known

to reduce surface tension, [131,132] inhibit gas-phase uptake into [133–135] and evap-

oration from [136–138] the bulk of the aerosol, enhance ice [139] and cloud [140,141]

condensation nucleation, and modify heterogeneous chemistry [1, 142] and optical

properties. [143] Some studies have shown that organic coatings actually do not have

much effect on particles’ ability to deliquesce or effloresce [144–146] or act as ice nu-

clei, [147] suggesting that particle morphology (i.e., incomplete coating of the organic)

plays an important role in determining how particles behave in the atmosphere. How-

ever, the exact microphysical structure of ambient aerosol remains highly uncertain
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and under-investigated. [47] Traditionally, ambient aerosol containing multiple con-

densed species has been modeled as well-mixed, homogeneous liquid droplets using

volume- or mass-mixing rules for the different species (e.g., ref [148]). Many re-

cent studies, though, have observed liquid-liquid phase separation in aerosol mimics

in the laboratory, [2, 37, 38] leading to the identification of other aerosol morpholo-

gies, including thin-film (core-shell) structures, [137, 141, 149–152] partially engulfed

lenses, [137,153,154] micelle-like aggregates, [155] solid inclusions, [156] liquid-liquid

phase-separated islands (e.g., from spinodal decomposition), [157, 158] and other

multiphase-separated structures. [51,159] Predictions of ambient aerosol morphology

are further complicated by the dependence of particle-phase chemical composition on

environmental factors such as temperature and relative humidity.

Recently, a thermodynamic model of equilibrium morphology for an immiscible

three-phase system of liquid drops in air based on spreading coefficients [160–162] was

applied to mixed inorganic-organic aerosol. [37,152,153] The model assumes that the

equilibrium configuration of a compound particle will have the lowest-total surface

free energy

Gs = ΣγijAij (5.1)

where γij is the interfacial tension (IFT) between phases i and j, and Aij is the

interfacial area between those respective phases. The spreading coefficient, Si, is

defined by

Si = −∆Gs/A (5.2)

where ∆Gs is the free energy increase due to spreading of liquid i over another

substrate (solid or liquid). [163] Thus, the spreading coefficient is the difference in
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surface energy between a dry substrate, in which no spreading takes place, and that of

a wet substrate over which liquid i has spread. If Si is positive, then spreading takes

place spontaneously and evenly over the substrate; otherwise, the liquid will form a

partial droplet, or surface lens, on the substrate. [163, 164] Rewriting the spreading

coefficient in terms of interfacial tension, equation 5.2 becomes

Si = γjk − (γij + γik) (5.3)

For phase-separated aerosol particles in air, the three-phase system is designated by

the aqueous, organic, and gas phases labeled 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Thus, S1 is the

spreading of the aqueous phase over the organic phase and, due to interfacial tensions

relevant to atmospheric aerosol, is assumed to always be negative, or to cost energy,

and will not occur naturally in the atmosphere. [153] The spreading coefficient of the

organic phase (S2) and of air (S3) can be positive or negative. Therefore, the possible

particle configurations for an aerosol consisting of immiscible aqueous and organic

phases are nonengulfing (S2 < 0,S3 > 0), where the two phases exist as side-by-side

droplets with minimal contact; complete engulfing (S2 > 0, S3 < 0), where the organic

phase completely surrounds the aqueous phase; and partially engulfing (S2, S3 < 0),

the exact nature of which then depends on the volumes of each phase present in the

whole particle. [37,137,153] By calculating the spreading coefficients for the relevant

species in an aerosol particle, one can determine if the aerosol morphology is core-

shell (i.e., completely engulfing) or partially engulfing. This spreading coefficient

framework for predicting aerosol morphology has been validated for aerosols larger

than ∼100 nm in diameter by comparison with molecular dynamics simulations [51]

and experimental data. [37] Thus, knowledge of the interfacial tensions among the
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chemical constituents relevant for ambient aerosol is important for predicting the

morphology of liquid-liquid phase-separated aerosol.

One important constituent in ambient aerosol is methylglyoxal (MG, C3H4O2),

an oxidation product of many biogenic [165] and anthropogenic [166–170] volatile

organic compounds (VOCs) and found in the gas phase at ppbv mixing ratios in

urban atmospheres. [171–173] MG also partitions to the aqueous phase where it en-

hances cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) activity [174] and can be hydrated to form

oligomers in solution. [175–177] MG has been detected in rain and cloud drops [87]

and, with subsequent oligomerization, could result in organic material that remains

in the particle phase after the evaporation of liquid droplets. [178]

Sareen et al. (2010) [179] studied the aqueous reactions of MG with ammonium

salts and found that with reaction time (a proxy for aging of atmospheric aerosol),

light-absorbing secondary products form in solution that additionally suppress the

bulk surface tension of the mixture. The surface activity of species in these solutions

is attributed to a methyl group, which adds hydrophobicity to MG and its oligomer

products. [179] A detailed study [180] combining theory and measurements reveals

that in a MG-water system, it is the singly hydrated methylglyoxal diol that populates

the surface and is responsible for the surface-tension depression relative to pure water

samples. The same singly hydrated MG was observed in a MG-ammonium sulfate

(AS) system, [179] possibly explaining the surface tension depression observed for

those systems as well.

Likewise, formaldehyde (F, CH2O) is found at ppbv mixing ratios in urban at-

mospheres [181] and is both emitted directly and formed during atmospheric oxida-

tion of some VOCs. [46, 182] Reactions of formaldehyde with amines and carbonyls
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yield relatively nonvolatile and chemically stable organic salts, [183] which could

explain the substantial amount of formaldehyde signal in the aerosol phase. [181]

Aqueous formaldehyde can also form oligomers in solution, [182, 184, 185] similar to

MG. Because of these oligomerization pathways, a combined MG-F-AS system was

studied. [48] It was found that ternary mixtures of MG and either formaldehyde or

acetaldehyde with AS exhibited surface tension behavior similar to binary mixtures

with only MG with AS, indicating that MG is the dominant driver of surface activity

in these solutions, likely due to the presence of the same singly hydrated MG molecule

in solution.

The connection between surface-active organics and particle mixing state has not

been well parameterized. [130] In this paper, we present an experimental framework

to assess the interfacial activity of dissolved species in MG-F-AS aqueous systems.

Specifically, we use biphasic microfluidics to measure the interfacial tension between

an aqueous and an oil phase. These microfluidic experiments utilize high-speed imag-

ing to monitor interfacial phenomena at the microscale. From these observations of

interfacial tension of aerosol chemical mimics, the behavior and morphology of atmo-

spheric aerosols due to interactions of liquid-liquid phase-separated interfaces within

aerosol particles can be inferred.

Materials and Methods To measure interfacial tension, we fabricated a mi-

crofluidic device following the design of Hudson et al. (2005). [42] In the microflu-

idic device, a steady flow of immiscible drops (“dispersed phase”) in a carrier fluid

(“continuous phase”) travels through a series of channel contractions and expansions.

Each device is fabricated with multiple contractions and expansions to determine

any dependence on interface age. The channel geometry sets up extensional flow
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fields surrounding the droplets as they enter and exit narrow regions of the device.

The droplets deform from an unperturbed, spherical shape to an elongated spheroidal

shape due to the extensional stress on the droplet. Hydrodynamic forces are balanced

by the interfacial tension at the boundary between the droplet and the surrounding

carrier fluid.

The behavior of drop deformation in an extensional flow field is well-established,

[40,41,186] and these results apply to the microscale. [187] The deformation, D(x ), is

a scalar quantity describing the shape of the droplet as a function of spatial location,

x, and is given by

D(x) =
rmajor(x)− rminor(x)

rmajor(x) + rminor(x)
(5.4)

where x is the streamwise direction, rmajor(x) is the major principal radius, and

rminor(x) is the minor principal radius of the droplet. The principal radii and defor-

mation are functions of the x-direction because the droplets experience a changing

extensional flow field as they travel through the device. For a Newtonian fluid, the

material change of deformation of a spheroidal drop in steady, 1-D flow in the x-

direction is given by [42,187]

u(x)
∂D(x)

∂x
=

5

2η̂ + 3
ε̇(x)− γ D(x)

αηca0

(5.5)

where, u(x ) is droplet velocity, η̂ = ηd/ηc is the relative viscosity between the drop

(ηd) and surrounding fluid (ηc), ε̇ = ∂u/∂x is the surrounding fluid extension rate, γ

is the interfacial tension, a0 is the droplet equilibrium radius in the low-shear region
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of the device, and α is a coefficient

α =
(2η̂ + 3)(19η̂ + 16)

40(η̂ + 1)
(5.6)

which is a function of the relative viscosity. Rearranging 5.5 yields

αηc

(
5

2η̂ + 3
ε̇(x)− u(x)

∂D(x)

∂x

)
= γ

(
D(x)

a0

)
(5.7)

where every term is known (α, ηc, η̂) or measured directly from video-microscopy

image analysis (u(x ),ε̇, D(x ), ∂D/∂x, a0), except interfacial tension, γ.

Droplet deformation is examined in the first contraction region, about 0.15 s after

droplet formation, where the device geometry transitions from a wide (750 µm) to

narrow (150 µm) channel width. For this study, we report measurements from the

first contraction only, as we did not find any dependence on interface age between

∼0.15 and ∼0.71 s for the systems studied. These steady-state measurements imply

that any depletion effects [188] that may be occurring inside each droplet are not

affecting the equilibration time of the droplet interface in our system. Further effects

of depletion on the absolute value of interfacial tension are not considered here, but

it should be noted that similar effects are also expected in atmospheric aerosol of

similar chemical composition to the mimic systems studied here.

Upstream of the deformation region, droplets are generated with a T-junction [189]

or co-flow [190] geometry, both of which produce monodisperse droplets ∼40 - 150

µm in diameter at a rapid, steady rate. Each droplet is essentially a single-particle

experiment that is rapidly repeated with each new droplet formed. In the current

configuration, the droplet sizes are larger than the 2 - 20 µm diameter particles used in
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other single particle techniques and are well above typical Kelvin diameters (<∼100

nm), [191] below which droplet curvature effects are important.

In the region of interest in the microfluidic device, a movie records droplets trav-

eling into the contracting region at high frame rates (usually about 20000 frames per

second) and captures droplet location and shape as it travels through the channel.

Movies are typically less than one second in real time and contain ∼100 to 1000 in-

dividual droplets. Each frame of the movie is analyzed to determine droplet location

(center of mass) and principal radii for all droplets in the frame. Analyzing each

frame successively to follow individual droplets across the device determines droplet

velocity and the change of these derived variables with location.

Figure 5.1: Taylor plot (from eq 7) for four individual droplets (3.1 M ammonium
sulfate (AS), 0.4 M methylglyoxal (MG), and water) or bubble (air) in silicone oil.
Each symbol is from a single frame of a movie tracking the individual droplets travel-
ing through the microfluidic device. The solid lines are linear regressions to the data
for each individual droplet, as described in the text. Bright-field raw images (not to
scale) of the deformed droplets and bubble (equivalent diameters ∼40 - 105 µm) are
shown to demonstrate the level of phase contrast for each type of dispersed phase.
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The analysis follows previous work [42,187] with modifications in the mathematical

treatment when poor phase contrast (e.g., see the images for 3.1 M AS and 0.4 M

MG droplets in Figure 5.1) causes noise in the retrieved variables. After deformation

and velocity are determined for a droplet’s entire travel across the image, from the

wide region of low extensional shear to the converging region of larger extensional

shear, a polynomial of order 7 is fit to both D(x ) and u(x ) for all points where D(x )¡

0.1 along the droplet’s path. Derivatives of these polynomial fits yield ∂D/∂x and

ε̇= ∂u/∂x in 5.7. Interfacial tension is found by plotting the left-hand side of 5.7

versus D(x )/a0, as shown in Figure 5.1. On this “Taylor plot,” [42] a line is fit over

moderate deformations of 0.3 ≤ D(x )/a0 ≤ 2, following criteria by Cabral and Hudson

(2006). [187] The trend of the raw data at D(x )/a0 ≤ 0.3 is dominated by the shapes

of the polynomial fits and their derivatives at the edges of the limits used in the fit and

thus do not represent physical phenomena in the drop deformation dynamics. The

slope of the linear regression yields interfacial tension, γ, for each individual droplet,

and there is negligible change in the linear fit whether it is forced through the origin

or not. The range of deformation from 0.3 to 2 is large enough to be above any

small oscillations in D(x ) and u(x ) values in 5.7 but small enough to avoid droplet

rupture and breakup events. Note that despite the use of polynomial fits to smooth

out noise, the final linear fit to the data is still susceptible to considerable variance

when the image contrast is low. A sensitivity analysis reveals that the retrieved

IFT is more sensitive to the droplet radii than to viscosity. For an uncertainty in

the major or minor radii of 1%, which for these experiments is ∼2 pixels, the IFT

can vary by as much as 15%. Fortunately, due to the large number of measurements

performed in a single experiment, the median IFT value does not change significantly,
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although the variance (error) for that median IFT value will increase as the radii

uncertainty increases. Viscosity, however, has very little effect on the retrieved IFT.

Even moderate uncertainties in viscosity of ∼30% yield a change in IFT of less than

∼0.1%. For a single experimental interfacial tension value, hundreds of individual

droplets are analyzed. The distribution of single-droplet values are then compiled and

a Gaussian function is fit to a histogram (see inset, Figure 5.2) of these values to yield

the median interfacial tension with statistical uncertainty (the standard deviation

of the Gaussian peak). A broader distribution of single-droplet values is typically

observed for those samples with poor phase contrast or with few sample drops.

Details of the microfluidic device fabrication are as follows. From the device de-

sign criteria [42] mentioned earlier, a photolithography mask is drawn in DraftSight

(Dassault Systems) and printed on a 20000 dpi high-resolution printer (CAD/Art

Services, Inc.). A mold is prepared from this mask in a clean-room facility using stan-

dard photolithography techniques, [192–197] producing a silicon wafer that becomes a

reusable master mold upon which the microfluidic devices are made. The microfluidic

devices are constructed out of poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS, Sylgard 184 Silicone

Elastomer, Dow Corning Corporation), chosen for its ease in rapid prototyping [198]

and successful applications in the microfluidic community. [42,189,194–196,199–206]

PDMS is cured over the master mold, and individual devices are cut from the wafer

and sealed to a glass microscope slide coverslip. The microfluidic experiments are per-

formed on an Olympus IX73 inverted microscope with phase contrast and bright-field

imaging. Pressure-driven flow is generated by syringe pumps (Harvard Apparatus)

with gas-tight syringes connected to PFA tubing and needles hermetically sealed to

the PDMS device. Imaging is done with a Photron FASTCAM Mini UX100 high-
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Figure 5.2: Relative interfacial tension at a reaction time of ∼24 h as a function of
initial methylglyoxal (MG) content in 3.1 M ammonium sulfate (AS) solutions. The
interfacial tension (IFT) is reported relative to that of water - silicone oil, γw. Marker
colors indicate the amount of formaldehyde (F) in the solution. Error bars indi-
cate statistical uncertainty of each measurement sample, given as the variance of the
Gaussian probability distribution (inset) of measurements for hundreds of individual
droplets at each concentration and time. The solid line is a Langmuir-like curve (eq
8) fit to the data, with parameters γ0 = 1.52, S = 1.21, and b = 3.13. The inset
graph shows a histogram (red) of droplet IFT values with a Gaussian fit (black), the
median and variance of which is used to plot the experimental IFT for the solution
of 0.162 M MG + 0.338 M F + 3.1 M AS (indicated with an arrow).

speed camera.

To properly quantify IFT, we independently measured the shear viscosity of the

studied systems as a function of reaction time on an AR-G2 Rheometer from TA

Instruments using a cup and bob geometry. A Mettler Toledo SevenExcellence mul-

tiparameter pH/conductivity meter was used to measure pH. Bulk-phase IFT mea-

surements were performed on a Krüss Advanced Drop Shape Analysis Tensiometer

using the pendant-drop method. Using this method, we measured the IFT between
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water and silicone oil to be 24.27 ± 0.73 mN m-1, compared to 25.04 ± 2.31 mN m-1

with the microfluidic method. We also measured the IFT between 0.31 M ammonium

sulfate solution and silicone oil to be 26.57 ± 2.32 mN m-1, compared to 25.46 ± 1.98

mN/m with the microfluidic method. These measurements are in agreement with

prior validations of the microfluidic tensiometer method. [42]

In all experiments, the continuous-phase fluid is silicone oil (polydimethylsilox-

ane, Fisher Scientific, CAS 63148-62-9). In general, silicone oils consist of a linear

chain of siloxane repeating units with various radical side groups, [207] resulting in a

hydrophobic oil with a potentially high viscosity. In this study, silicone oil is used as

a proxy for an immiscible organic phase that might be found attached to an aqueous

phase in atmospheric aerosol. We measured a viscosity of 45.08 ± 0.63 mPa-s and a

surface tension of 18.11 ± 1.28 mN/m for the specific silicone oil used here.

The dispersed phase fluid contains the solutions of interest. All water used in this

study is HPLC-grade water (SigmaAldrich, CAS 7732-18-8). Stock solutions contain-

ing 3.1 M ammonium sulfate (AS, Avantor Performance Materials, CAS 7783-20-2)

in HPLC water are mixed and used to make the organic solutions. Aqueous solutions

up to 3.1 M AS are used to mimic ambient aerosol salt content. [76, 179, 208–210]

Methylglyoxal solutions are prepared by adding the prescribed volume of a 40 wt%

aqueous MG stock solution (Sigma-Aldrich, CAS 78-988) to the AS solutions. Solu-

tions containing formaldehyde were added from a 37 wt% aqueous F stock solution

(Sigma-Aldrich, CAS 50-00-0). All dispersed phase solutions in this study were stored

in Pyrex jars with no special treatment to shield the jars from visible light, similar to

previous studies. [179,211] Results will be discussed in terms of reaction time, which

is the time passed since adding the organic(s) to 3.1 M AS solution.
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Results and Discussion Previous work has established that the addition of

methylglyoxal to aqueous ammonium sulfate significantly suppresses the surface (aqueous-

air) tension of the mixture. [179] Figure 5.2 shows normalized interfacial (aqueous-oil)

tension as a function of MG content in 3.1 M AS solution, showing a similar trend as

that of surface tension (cf. Figure 5.4, Sareen et al., 2010). [179] At low MG content,

relative IFT is greater than 1 owing to the higher IFT for 3.1 M AS solution (38.13

± 4.60 mN m-1) than for water (25.04 ± 2.31 mN m-1). As MG is increased, IFT

decreases and approaches a minimum value. The dependence of IFT on MG content

can be fit with a Langmuirlike curve, [30,179]

γ = γ0 − S
bM0

1 + bM0

(5.8)

where γ0 is the IFT with no MG, M0 is the MG concentration, and S and b are

fit parameters. For the fit shown in Figure 5.2, γ0, S, b = 1.52, 1.21, and 3.13,

respectively. Over the range of MG concentration used, the trends of IFT suppression

are the same as those previously reported for surface tension of this chemical system.

The IFT results in Figure 5.2 are measurements taken ∼24 h after the addition

of the organic(s) to the AS solution. Over this reaction time, solutions containing

MG become progressively darker (see pictures in Figure 5.3) due to the formation

of lightabsorbing compounds in solution, resulting in a change in solution alkalinity

(Figure 5.3, left). Recall that the fluid properties in 5.7 include solution viscosity

as well as interfacial tension, so a change with time of the deformation behavior of

the droplet could be due to a change in viscosity as the solution ages. However,

within measurement uncertainty, the viscosity of the aqueous solutions containing

varying amounts of MG and AS does not change with reaction time (Figure 5.3,
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right). Because the bulk solution viscosity is constant in time, any differences in

behavior of the droplet are explained through differences in the interfacial properties

alone.

Previously, the surface tension of ternary mixtures of MG and F in 3.1 M AS solu-

tion have been shown to largely follow (within∼10%) a single-component Szyszkowski-

Langmuir curve. [48] Although the more-comprehensive Henning model [212] has been

shown to describe well the behavior of surface tension for both nonreactive [212] and

reactive [211] mixtures of organics, when accounting for the formaldehyde component

in the Henning model, there is a larger deviation between measured and modeled val-

ues of surface tension. [48] These results indicate that for a MG-F-AS system, surface

tension is largely governed by the amount of MG. As one might expect, the interfacial

behavior of the same system here (Figure 5.2) behaves likewise, where the interfacial

tension suppression is driven by MG, not F, content.

Results for interfacial tension measurements as a function of age are shown in

Figure 5.4. Previous results for surface tension have indicated that after addition of

MG to aqueous AS solutions, the measured surface tension will decrease over ∼24

h to a minimum value. [179] In contrast, it was found that IFT remained largely

constant with reaction time for the MG + AS systems (Figure 5.4, top). MG has

been shown to adsorb very slowly to the air-water interface in aqueous solutions; [180]

thus, the rapid equilibration of IFT to oil could be the result of the microfluidic

technique using a much smaller volume of solution than traditional bulk methods,

where dissolved species need to travel far to find the interface. Even in pendant-

drop experiments that can approach a similar droplet volume (∼2-16 mm3) [213] to

those in this microfluidic study (∼3- 200 × 10-5 mm3), suggesting that equilibration
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time may be similar, the pendant-drop method is such that the droplet essentially

has an infinite reservoir of surfactant available to the droplet interface, whereas the

microfluidic droplets do not.

Figure 5.3: Solution pH (left) and viscosity (right) as a function of reaction time.
Markers are colored by total organic content (left) and ammonium sulfate (AS) con-
tent (right) spanning the range of values used in this study. Error bars are one
standard deviation; note that the error bars on the pH data are small enough to be
hidden by the markers. Solid lines (right) are the average viscosities for each system.
The images are vials of 0.162 M methylglyoxal in 3.1 M ammonium sulfate just after
mixing (left) and after 24 h of reacting time (right).

To infer ambient aerosol morphology from these results, one can use the measured

IFT values in 5.3 in combination with surface tensions previously reported. [179] For

the MG-AS systems studied here, complete engulfing (S2 > 0,S3 < 0) is predicted

for all concentrations of MG, and the change in surface tension with reaction time

reported by Sareen et al. (2010) [179] is not a large enough change to cause a change

in sign of either S2 or S3.

Surprisingly, in the presence of formaldehyde, aging effects on interfacial tension
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become apparent (Figure 5.4, bottom). At the largest amount of MG content, the

IFT remained constant with reaction time, behaving largely like the system with 0.4

M MG in 3.1 M AS displayed in the top of Figure 5.4. As the MG content decreases

and F content increases, the IFT of the fresh mixture increases, and the change in IFT

with age becomes more pronounced. For all three MG-F systems, the total organic

content was fixed at 0.5 M and IFT suppression at ∼24 h reaction time for these

systems is consistent with MG-only systems of similar MG content (Figure 5.2). The

F dependence is a notable difference in these systems’ IFT behavior with oil versus

surface tension with air. Clearly, there is additional complexity to the chemical aging

of these systems that is causing the surface activity to change with reaction time. To

elucidate these differences, a future study on the detailed timedependent chemistry of

this system should be performed, specifically to look for the behavior of surface-active

species. As has been established for MG systems, the singly hydrated MG is a likely

candidate as an important surface-active species. [180] Although this compound was

observed in MG-F-AS systems, [48] it is unclear if this product might be consumed

in later generations of reaction products, leading to an overall decrease in surface

activity of the mixture.

The increase in IFT with chemical age for this system is consistent with an overall

trend that lower-volatility oxidized (aged) organic aerosol shows a smaller departure

from the surface tension of water than more hydrocarbon-like (fresh) organic aerosol

(cf. Figure 6, McNeill et al., 2014). [77] Returning to 5.3 to infer ambient aerosol

morphology of these systems, once again, complete engulfing is initially predicted

for all ternary MG-F-AS systems studied here. However, in contrast to the binary

MG-AS system, the large change in IFT with reaction time for the 0.25 M MG-0.25
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M MG F system is large enough for S2 to trend from a positive to negative value

(within statistical uncertainty), meaning that this system is trending from complete

engulfing toward a partial engulfing morphology.

This study has demonstrated the first use of a microfluidic experimental platform

to investigate the interfacial properties of atmospheric aerosol mimics to assess the

surface activity of dissolved constituents. In the current configuration, this platform

allows rapid, repeatable measurements of interfacial tension between two immisci-

ble liquids in a parameter space inaccessible to bulk measurements due to lengthy

equilibration time scales of either the interface or the measurement itself.The re-

sults show that the interfacial tension of aqueous ammonium sulfate-methylglyoxal

solutions to silicone oil have an interfacial tension depression similar to that of the

solutions’ surface tension depression. [179] However, unlike previous results for sur-

face (aqueous-air) tension, the behavior of interfacial (aqueous-oil) tension of these

solutions with the addition of formaldehyde exhibits a dependence on reaction time,

indicating additional complexities as a result of species competition within the solu-

tion. Future work will assess a possible explanation for these complexities by consid-

ering the effect that depletion [188] might have on these chemical systems at the scale

of atmospheric aerosol, by exploring alternate continuous phases for use in droplet

microfluidic devices, and by performing bubble microfluidic tensiometry (for aqueous

- air measurements).

In the next chapter, the techniques described in the current chapter are applied

to organic acids and their ternary solutions with ammonium sulfate and real SOA

samples. Interfacial tensions are measured for all these systems. Bulk surface tension

measurements or model predictions are also presented for the organic acids. The
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implications of our results on the spreading coefficients, and thus equilibrium mor-

phology, are discussed.
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Figure 5.4: Interfacial tension as a function of reaction time for methylglyoxal (MG)
+ ammonium sulfate (AS) systems (top) and methylglyoxal + formaldehyde + am-
monium sulfate systems (bottom). All solutions are in 3.1 M AS. Dashed lines (top)
indicate average values for each system over all measurement times. Solid lines (bot-
tom) connect the data points within each system as a guideline and do not indicate
any functional dependence. Each data series is from a single solution allowed to react
over the time displayed. Error bars on all data points show statistical uncertainty in
the measurements.
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Chapter 6

Interfacial Tensions of Secondary

Organic Aerosol Containing

Dicarboxylic Acids and

Photo-oxidized Isoprene Samples†

Introduction

The methods described in the previous chapter for measuring interfacial tensions

are applied here to organic aerosol chemical mimics and chamber samples. A certain

class of organic acids, dicarboxylic acids, are studied here to complement the prior

surface tension modeling work in Boyer and Dutcher, 2016 [26], as described in chapter

3. The chamber samples of secondary organic aerosol (SOA) material were derived

from epoxides created by photooxidation of isoprene.

Recalling the discussion of organic acids in chapter 3, dicarboxylic acids span all

major atmospheric systems, from urban to oceanic to arctic [82–89]. Dicarboxylic

†Part of this chapter was submitted recently in Boyer, H.C. and Dutcher, C.S. Atmospheric
Aqueous Aerosol Surface Tensions: Isotherm-based Modeling and Biphasic Microfluidic Measure-
ments,Journal of Physical Chemistry A, 2017, Feature Article
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acids are extremely relevant to aqueous atmospheric aerosols due to their abundance

in the atmosphere coupled with their tendency to partition to solution surfaces [90–

92]. Although organic acids are not considered to be strongly surface active, they

cause non-negligable changes from the surface tension of pure water, where the surface

tension decreases with increasing solute. By contrast, little is known of the surface

propensities of isoprene photochemical reaction products.

Besides methane, isoprene (2-methyl-1,3-butadiene) is the most important and

abundant volatile organic species (VOC) in the atmosphere. Biogenic in origin,

roughly 600 Tg of isoprene are emitted into the atmosphere annually throughout

the globe. [214] Isoprene is also highly reactive with oxidants, such as nitric oxides

(NOx), and leads to the formation of SOA. [47, 215–217]. In particular, epoxides de-

rived from isoprene are known to be significant SOA precursors. [218–223] Reaction

pathways from the gas phase photooxidation to SOA formation have been proposed

for specific products, such as Lin and coworkers’ study of methacrylic acid epoxide

(MAE) [222]. Yet chemical partitioning to the particle phase mostly remains unclear.

Since sample volume is quite small (<0.5 mL), bulk measurements are impossible;

thus the microfluidic platform is highly advantageous for interfacial tension measure-

ments. The outer phase is another liquid, rather than air, but the measurements can

still inform chemical surface-bulk partitioning based on departure from the water/oil

value.

Results for dicarboxylic acids

Interfacial tensions between aqueous dicarboxylic acids and an immiscible oil phase

were measured for both binary solutions and ternary 3.1 M ammonium sulfate. In

Figure 6.1, data are reported showing measurements for malonic acid (3C), succinic
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acid (4C) and glutaric acid (5C) as 1.0 M pure solutions. Measurements for ternary

solutions with ammonium sulfate are also reported in Figure 6.2 for two dilute organic

concentrations. For the ternary solutions, the 4C organic acid is maleic acid instead

of succinic acid. Succinic acid was available as a stock solution at a concentration

of 1.0 M, and would therefore dilute the mixtures when added to them, hence the

substitution of maleic acid for the ternary solutions. Data are reported in both plots

where the surface is liquid - air (circles) and liquid - liquid (triangles). The circles

are data taken with a pendant drop setup (Kruss Drop Shape Analysis 4) and the

triangles are microfluidic measurements. Due to the lower relative values given by

the liquid-liquid interfacial tensions, there could be a direct effect that the organic

acids may have on the interface that is pronounced by the presence of the oil.
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Figure 6.1: Interfacial tensions of aqueous solutions consisting of binary organic acids
with respect to silicone oil (triangles) or air (circles).
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Figure 6.2: Interfacial tensions of ternary organic acids with 3.1 M ammonium sulfate
(AS) with respect to silicone oil (triangles) or air (circles). Note the replacement of
the 4C acid from Figure 6.1.

The organic acids may indirectly influence the shape of the particle by changing

the liquid-air surface tension and the aqueous-organic interfacial tension. To measure

the tendency of such systems to exist in certain morphologies, the spreading coefficient

outlined in the previous chapter is calculated using equation 5.3. As a reminder, the

spreading coefficient is a thermodynamic expression derived from minimizing free

energy for multiple interfaces. Rewriting equation 5.3 gives

Soil = γaq,air − (γoil,air + γoil,aq) (6.1)
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where the “aq” is the aqueous liquid, “oil” is the organic liquid, and “air” is the

surrounding phase. Similarly,

Saq = γoil,air − (γaq,air + γoil,aq) (6.2)

Earlier work by Kwamena et al. [37] has demonstrated that spreading coefficients can

predict non-spherical shapes when the values are negative for both organic (Soil) and

aqueous (Saq) phases. Soil is the level of spreading of the immiscible organic liquid

over the aqueous phase, so a positive value indicates a core-shell morphology. Saq is

the level of adhesion between the two liquids, where a positive value indicates that

the pure component surfaces are favorable to the shared surfaces. Thus, when Soil >

0 and Saq < 0, an organic shell with an aqueous core, or core-shell morphology, is

predicted. When Soil < 0, the aqueous core is partially engulfed by the organic liquid.

Figure 6.3 shows the calculated spreading coefficients for aqueous dicarboxylic acids.

Three solution concentrations are studied: 1.0 M (mol/L) binary, 4 mM (mmol/L)

ternary, and 20 mM (mmol/L) ternary solutions. Binary solutions contain water and

a single dicarboxylic acid (1 mol/L). Ternary solutions contain water, salt (3.1 M

ammonium sulfate), and a dicarboxylic acid (4 or 20 mM).
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Figure 6.3: Spreading coefficent quantities Soil and Saq versus number of carbons of
each compound studied for aqueous organic acids and their ternary solutions with 3.1
M ammonium sulfate.

Considering the variation in concentrations and the contrast of salty and non-salty

solutions, noticeable changes in morphology could be expected. However, there are

mostly small changes in Soil and Saq among the three concentrations. The exceptions

are in the 4 mM plots, malonic and maleic acids show decreases in Soil and increases

in Saq. The reason for this exception is perhaps the combination of low concentrations

and the fact that these solutes are weak surfactants, thus driving the tendency of the

aqueous phase towards an invidual surface, rather than a shared surface with the oil.

For glutaric acid, all three solutions have remarkably similar spreading coefficients,

possibly due to its relative propensity as a surfactant. The relative effects of this set
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Figure 6.4: Spreading coefficients Soil versus Saq of aqueous organic acids, their ternary
solutions with 3.1 M ammonium sulfate, and pure water (black circle). In the lower
left corner of each panel, a subplot is shown with 3.1 M ammonium sulfate (black
triangle).

of dicarboxylic acids on spreading coefficients are also shown by plotting Soil versus

Saq, as in Figure 6.4.

Because of their high surface tensions, concentrated salty solutions tend to exhibit

a partially engulfed morphology when in contact with an immiscible organic liquid.

For example, the 3.1 M ammonium sulfate solution in Figure 6.4 is well into the

lower left quadrant, indicating partial engulfing, while pure water and the organic

solutions are all in the upper left quadrant, even though the ternary solutions contain

dilute organics. In the very dilute solutions (middle plot), the effects of the number

of carbons is pronounced, but at a slightly higher organic concentration (right plot)

the core-shell structure becomes more stable, similar to that of pure water.

Results for SOA

We present interfacial tensions of select samples of SOA, which were available in

limited quantities (0.5 mL each). The SOA are products of isoprene-derived epoxides

and in liquid form because methanol/water solvent mixtures were used to extract
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Figure 6.5: Chemical structures of photooxidized isoprene products.

them. The SOA samples contained 2-methylglyceric acid (2-MG) and 2-methyltetrol

(tetrol) and their organosulfate derivatives (2-MG OS, tetrol OS). Chemical structures

for the four samples are shown in Figure 6.5.

Initially, measurements were taken for solvents without SOA, particularly methanol

and water mixtures at different volume fractions, as shown in Figure 6.6. Measure-

ments agree well with data taken from the pendant drop method (Kruss Drop Shape

Analyzer). Next, Figure 6.7 shows our preliminary data for SOA solutions and their

respective pure solvents.
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Figure 6.6: Interfacial tension measurements for pure methanol/water solvents as a
function of methanol per cent. Measurements are taken using microfluidic tensiometry
(brown circles) and pendant drop tensiometry (green triangles).
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Figure 6.7: Interfacial tension measurements for the pure methanol/water solvents
and solutions containing SOA, where the solvents are 50 % methanol by volume (red
circles) and 100%methanol (blue triangles). The SOA material represented here are
2-methylglyceric acid (2-MG) and its organosulfate derivative (2-MG OS) and 2-
methyltetrol (tetrol) and its organosulfate derivative (tetrol OS). The concentrations
are 100 mg/mL of SOA in the 50 % methanol solvent and 50 mg/mL for the SOA in
the 100 % methanol solvent, with units of mass of solute per volume of solution.
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SOA concentration (mg/mL) solvent IFT (mN/m) std. dev.

2-MG
100 methanol 3.88 0.72
50 50% methanol 15.23 2.60

tetrol
100 methanol 3.68 2.09
50 50% methanol 11.70 1.95

2-MG-OS 10 50% methanol 12.57 1.15

tetrol OS 100 methanol 11.81 2.05

Table 6.1: Summary of microfluidic experiments for chamber samples of photo-
oxidized organic aerosol material. Column labels are secondary organic aerosol (SOA),
concentrations, solvent, interfacial tension measurements, and standard deviations.

The set of higher concentrated solutions tends to decrease the interfacial tension

of the pure solvent, as evidenced by measurements for tetrol and 2-MG, each of

which decreased the value by about 3 mN/m. For the lower concentrations, there

are minimal differences in interfacial tensions of the solvent with and without SOA

for tetrol, tetrol OS, and 2-MG OS at 50 mg/mL. For 2-MG, a slight increase with

respect to the solvent interfacial tension contrasts with the decrease for the higher

concentration. While 2-MG lowers the value for pure methanol, suggesting a surface

propensity, the molecules could be hydrophilic enough to lose their surface active

nature in the presence of water, which in that case would lead to an increase the

interfacial tension. A summary of samples used so far in this study and results are

found in Table 6.1.

Conclusions and future work

Throughout this thesis, discussions focused centrally on the surfaces relevant to

atmospheric aqueous aerosols. Surfaces of atmospheric aerosol exhibit changes in their

energies and compositions in response to molecular partitioning from the two bulk

phases, which can be moderated by gas exchange or aqueous phase chemical reactions.
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Since a significant portion of particle processing is surface-based, it is critical to

understand particle surfaces as they are affected by varied chemical compositions in

the bulk.

Advancements in modeling and measuring surface/interfacial tensions of liquid-

liquid and liquid-vapor surfaces were presented in this thesis. The surface tension

model was successful for a wide variety of solutes, including a host of inorganic elec-

trolytes (chapter 2), alcohols and polyols (chapter 2), sugars (chapter 2), and partially

dissociating organic acids (chapter 3). The model was rederived for multicomponent

solutions (chapters 3 and 4), requiring no further fitting or parametrizing. The signif-

icance of the multicomponent model is that it accurately predicts surface tensions of

mixtures containing more than one solute. Data were compared to model predictions

for several combinations of solutes, including electrolytes and organics in the same

solution, showing remarkable agreement for measurements on picolitre sized droplets.

The demonstrated efficacy of the multicomponent model is an important step

towards handling chemically complex solutions applicable to the atmosphere. How-

ever, the model has not yet been applied to real aerosols. Measurements for the

methylglyoxal, formaldehyde, and ammonium sulfate (chapter 5) and the current

experiments with SOA could assist in further model development. There are two

remaining compounds of SOA available to us: methylacrylic acid epoxide (MAE) and

isoprene epoxydiol (IEPOX). Interfacial tension measurements for MAE have yet to

be attempted; however, for IEPOX, upon flowing the sample into the microchannel,

the sample did not disperse in the outer fluid, failing to form droplets.

Since the effects on interfacial tension in our results were minimal, the addition

of a salt would potentially enhance the organics at the surface. We plan to mix our
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remaining samples with concentrated aqueous ammonium sulfate and observe the

effects on interfacial tensions of the samples. An indicator of “salting out” would

be, for example, significant lowering of surface or interfacial tension upon addition of

the salt to the aqueous organic solution. This information would be useful for both

the dataset of interfacial properties of SOA material and for further developing the

surface tension model to handle salting out effects.
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Appendix A

Generalized Multicomponent

Model Evaluated for 1, 2, and 3

Solutes

This appendix contains expressions derived in Chapter 4 (Entropy: equation 4.25;

Cj: equation 4.28; and σ: equation 4.29). Each equation is evaluated for 1, 2, and 3

solutes and can be further extended as needed to an infinite number of solutes. Let

χAB = NWS - rANAS - rBNBS, χAC = NWS - rANAS - rCNCS, χABC = NWS - rANAS

- rBNBS - rCNCS, and so forth.
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Table A.1: Entropy (equation 4.25) evaluated for n solutes.
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(NA−NAS)(NWS−rANAS)

2 CA =
rAN

2
AS

NA−NAS

((
NWS−rANAS

χAB

)rA/rB
(NWS−rANAS)χAB

)
)1/2

3 CA =
rAN

2
AS

NA−NAS

((
(NWS−rANAS)χ2AC

χABχ
2
ABC

)rA/rB( (NWS−rANAS)χ2AB
χACχ

2
ABC

)rA/rC
χABχAC(NWS−rANAS)2χ2

ABC

)1/6

Table A.2: Cj (equation 4.28) evaluated for n solutes.

n surface tension (σ)

1 σ = σW + kBT
rASW

Ln
(
NWS−rANAS

NWS

)
2 σ = σW + kBT

2rASW
Ln
(
χAB(NWS−rANAS)
NWS(NWS−rBNBS)

)
+ kBT

2rBSW
Ln
(
χAB(NWS−rBNBS)
NWS(NWS−rANAS)

)

3
σ = σW + kBT

6rASW
Ln
(

χABχACχ
2
ABC(NWS−rANAS)2

N2
WSχ

2
BC(NWS−rBNBS)(NWS−rCNCS)

)
+ kBT

6rBSW
Ln
(

χABχBCχ
2
ABC(NWS−rBNBS)2

N2
WSχ

2
AC(NWS−rANAS)(NWS−rCNCS)

)
+ kBT

6rCSW
Ln
(

χACχBCχ
2
ABC(NWS−rCNCS)2

N2
WSχ

2
AB(NWS−rANAS)(NWS−rBNBS)

)

Table A.3: Surface tension, σ (equation 4.29), evaluated for n solutes.
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Appendix B

Binary Solution Treatments:

Electrolytes

This appendix contains surface tension versus activity plots with surface tension data

and model predictions for binary aqueous solutions of the following electrolytes: NaCl,

KCl, NH4Cl, NH4NO3, KNO3, NaNO3, K2SO4, (NH4)2SO4.

Model predictions are presented using three parameters (nm = 3), two parameters

(nm = 2), or zero parameters (nm = 0). Single parameter treatments are left out

because they agree perfectly with the two parameter fits. The use of K as a parameter

is included in the two parameter model and as a constant near unity in the single

parameter model.

The equation used for the nm = 3 and nm = 2 curves is equation 2.1:

σ = σw +
kT

rSw
Ln

(
1−Kas

1−Kas(1− C)

)
(B.1)

The equation used for the nm = 0 curves is equation 2.6:
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σ = σW − (σS − σW )
Ln
(

1−KaS
1−KaS(1−C)

)
Ln
(

1−K
1−K(1−C)

) (B.2)
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NaCl
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KCl
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NH4Cl
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NH4NO3
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KNO3
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NaNO3
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(NH4)2SO4
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K2SO4
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Appendix C

Binary Solution Treatments:

Alcohols and Sucrose

This appendix contains surface tension versus activity plots with surface tension data

and model predictions for binary aqueous solutions of the following alcohols and poly-

ols: methanol, ethanol, isopropanol, 1,2-ethanediol, 1,2-propanediol, 1,3-propanediol,

1,3-butanediol, 1,4-butanediol, sorbitol and glycerol. Sucrose data and model treat-

ment with equation 2.1 are also included.

Model predictions are presented using one parameter (nm = 1) or zero parameters

(nm = 0). The equation used for the nm = 3 and nm = 2 curves is equation 2.3:

σ = σw −
kT

rSw
Ln(1 +Kas) (C.1)

The equation used for the nm = 0 curves is equation 2.5:

σ = σW − (σW − σS)
Ln(1 +K ′aS)

Ln(1 +K ′)
(C.2)
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methanol
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ethanol
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isopropyl alcohol
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1,2 ethanediol
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1,2 propanediol
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1,3 propanediol
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1,2 butanediol
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1,4 butanediol
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sorbitol
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glycerol
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sucrose
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Appendix D

Binary and Ternary Solution

Treatments for Partially

Dissociating Organic Acids

This appendix contains surface tension versus activity plots with surface tension data

and model predictions for binary aqueous solutions of the following organic acids:

acetic acid, formic acid, propionic acid, butyric acid, oxalic acid, malic acid, malonic

acid, succinic acid, maleic acid, glutaric acid, and citric acid. Model parameters for

2, 1, and 0 parameter treatments are in Table 3.3 and 3.4.

Model predictions are presented using two parameters (nm = 2), one parameter

(nm = 1) or zero parameters (nm = 0).

The equation used for the nm = 3 and nm = 2 curves is equation 2.3:

σ = σw −
kT

rSw
Ln(1 +Kas) (D.1)

The equation used for the nm = 0 curves is equation 3.16:
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σ = σW −
kT

r̄SW
Ln

(
1 +

CHAKHAaHA
(1−KHAaHA)

+
CH+A−KH+A−aH+A−

(1−KH+A−aH+A−)

)
(D.2)
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acetic acid
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formic acid
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propionic acid
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butyric acid
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oxalic acid
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malic acid
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malonic acid
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succinic acid
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maleic acid
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glutaric acid
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citric acid
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Appendix E

MATLAB Fitting Routine for

Aqueous Electrolyte Surface

Tensions

%MATLAB code for surface tension model fitting routines for ELECTROLYTE

binary aqueous solutions.

% (1) reads the raw data in a spreadsheet;

% (2) user sets the chemical species and the type of fitting desired (FitCase);

% (3) data and FitCase are sent to SurfaceTensionFunction Electrolytes for the

appropriate fitting, which returns parameter values and rmse;

% (4) data and model curve are plotted with plot binaryElectrolytes

% CALLED FUNCTIONS

% SurfaceTensionFunction Electrolytes

% plot binaryElectrolytes

%SYMBOLS

% as: solute activity

% s: surface tension
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% ss: pure solute surface tension

% sw: pure water surface tension

%kTbySw: kT/Sw = 41.0 J/m2̂ for water

% np: number of data points

% nm: number of model parameters

% clear commands, clear workspace, close figures

clc

clear all;

close all;

% DEFINE Range activity, Range surfacetension, filename, sheet

as = xlsread(filename,sheet, Range activity);

s = xlsread(filename, sheet, Range surfacetension);

data = [as; s];

np = length(as);

sw = 71.98;

kTbySw = 41.0;

constants = [sw kTbySw];

FitCase = ’nm = 3: r, K, ss’;

switch(FitCase)

case ’nm = 3: r, K, ss’

r start = -5;

K start = 0.5;

ss start = 100;

r min = 0;
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K min = 0;

ss min = 0;

r max = Inf;

K max = 0.99;

ss max = Inf;

start point = [r start K start ss start];

min point = [r min K min ss min];

max point = [r max K max ss max];

modelValues = np;

model = @(params) SurfaceTensionFunction Electrolytes(params, as, s, np);

options = optimoptions(’fmincon’, ’Algorithm’, ’interior-point’);

estimates, rmse

= fmincon(model, start point, [],[],[],[], min point, max point, [], options);

r = estimates(1);

K = estimates(2);

ss = estimates(3);

C = 1 - (1 - (1 - K).*exp(r.*(sw - ss)./kTbySw))./K;

plot binaryElectrolytes(as, s, r, K, C, ss, rmse, sw, kTbySw);

case ’nm = 2: r, K’

r start = -5;

K start = 0.5;

r min = 0;

K min = 0;
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r max = Inf;

K max = 0.99;

ss = 150;

start point = [r start K start];

min point = [r min K min];

max point = [r max K max];

modelValues = [np ss];

model = @(params)SurfaceTensionFunction Electrolytes(params, data, constants,

FitCase, modelValues);

options = optimoptions(’fmincon’, ’Algorithm’, ’interior-point’);

estimates, rmse

= fmincon(model, start point, [],[],[],[], min point, max point, [], options);

r = estimates(1);

K = estimates(2);

C = 1 - (1 - (1 - K).*exp(r.*(sw - ss)./kTbySw))./K;

plot binaryElectrolytes(as, s, r, K, C, ss, rmse, sw, kTbySw);

case ’nm = 0’

r = -5;

K = 0.99;

C = 3000;

modelValues = [np K r C];

params = [];

rmse = SurfaceTensionFunction Electrolytes(params, data, constants, FitCase,
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modelValues);

plot binaryElectrolytes(as, s, r, K, C, ss, rmse, sw, kTbySw);

end % end switchcase
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% CALLED FUNCTIONS

% SurfaceTensionFunction Electrolytes

function rmse = SurfaceTensionFunction Electrolytes(params, data, constants,

FitCase, modelValues)

np = modelValues(1);

as = data(1,1:np);

s = data(2,1:np);

sw = constants(1);

kTbySw = constants(2);

switch(FitCase)

case ’nm = 3: r, K, ss’

%%

r = params(1);

K = params(2);

ss = params(3);

C = 1 - (1 - (1 - K).*exp(r.*(sw - ss)./kTbySw))./K;

FittedCurve = sw + (kTbySw./r).*log((1-K.*as)./(1-K.*as.*(1-C)));

ErrorVector = FittedCurve - s;

rmse = sqrt(sum(ErrorVector .2̂)/np);

case ’nm = 2: r, K’

%%

r = params(1);

K = params(2);

ss = modelValues(2);
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C = 1 - (1 - (1 - K).*exp(r.*(sw - ss)./kTbySw))./K;

FittedCurve = sw + (kTbySw./r).*log((1-K.*as)./(1-K.*as.*(1-C)));

ErrorVector = FittedCurve - s;

rmse = sqrt(sum(ErrorVector .2̂)/np);

case ’nm = 1: r’

%%

r = params(1);

ss = modelValues(2);

K = modelValues(3);

C = 1 - (1 - (1 - K).*exp(r.*(sw - ss)./kTbySw))./K;

FittedCurve = sw + (kTbySw./r).*log((1-K.*as)./(1-K.*as.*(1-C)));

ErrorVector = FittedCurve - s;

rmse = sqrt(sum(ErrorVector .2̂)/np);

case ’nm = 0’

%%

K = modelValues(2);

r = modelValues(3);

C = modelValues(4);

FittedCurve = sw + (kTbySw./r).*log((1-K.*as)./(1-K.*as.*(1-C)));

ErrorVector = FittedCurve - s;

rmse = sqrt(sum(ErrorVector .2̂)/np);

end
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% CALLED FUNCTIONS

% plot binaryElectrolytes

function plot binaryElectrolytes(as, s, r, K, C, ss, rmse, sw, kTbySw)

subplot(1,3,1)

plot(as, s, ’*’)

hold on

FittedCurve = sw + (kTbySw./r).*log((1-K.*as)./(1-K.*as.*(1-C)));

plot(as, FittedCurve, ’r’)

xlabel(’solute activity’)

ylabel(’

sigma mN/m’);

subplot(1,3,2)

plot(as, s, ’*’)

as = 0.001:0.001:0.999;

FittedCurve = sw + (kTbySw./r).*log((1-K.*as)./(1-K.*as.*(1-C)));

hold on

plot(as, FittedCurve, ’r’)

xlabel(’as’);

subplot(1,3,3);

text(0.3, 0.85, [’r = ’, num2str(r)], ’FontSize’, 12);

text(0.3, 0.8, [’K = ’, num2str(K)],’FontSize’, 12);

text(0.3, 0.75, [’ss = ’, num2str(ss)],’FontSize’, 12);

text(0.3, 0.7, [’C =’, num2str(C)],’FontSize’, 12);

text(0.3, 0.65, [’rmse = ’, num2str(rmse)],’FontSize’, 12);
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hold off

end
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Appendix F

MATLAB Fitting Routine for

Aqueous Organic Surface Tensions

%MATLAB code for surface tension model fitting routines for ORGANIC binary

aqueous solutions.

% (1) reads the raw data in a spreadsheet;

% (2) user sets the chemical species and the type of fitting desired (FitCase);

% (3) data and FitCase are sent to SurfaceTensionFunction Organics for the

appropriate fitting, which returns parameter values and rmse;

% (4) data and model curve are plotted with plot binaryOrganics or

plot binaryOrganics fullModel

% CALLED FUNCTIONS

% SurfaceTensionFunction Organics

% plot binaryOrganics

% plot binaryOrganics fullModel

%SYMBOLS

% as: solute activity
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% s: surface tension

% ss: pure solute surface tension

% sw: pure water surface tension

%kTbySw: kT/Sw = 41.0 J/m2̂ for water

% np: number of data points

% nm: number of model parameters

% clear commands, clear workspace, close figures

clc

clear all;

close all;

% DEFINE Range activity, Range surfacetension, filename, sheet

as = xlsread(filename,sheet, Range activity);

s = xlsread(filename, sheet, Range surfacetension);

data = [as; s];

np = length(as);

sw = 71.98;

kTbySw = 41.0;

constants = [sw kTbySw];

FitCase = ’nm = 3: r, K, ss’;

switch(FitCase)

case ’Reduced equation: nm = 2: r, ss(K)’

r start = 5;

ss start = 20;

r min = 0;
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ss min = 0;

r max = Inf;

ss max = Inf;

start point = [r start ss start];

min point = [r min ss min];

max point = [r max ss max];

modelValues = np;

model = @(params) SurfaceTensionFunction Organics(params, data, constants,

FitCase, modelValues);

options = optimoptions(’fmincon’, ’Algorithm’, ’interior-point’);

[estimates, rmse] = fmincon(model, start point, [],[],[],[], min point, max point, [],

options);

r = estimates(1);

ss = estimates(2);

K = exp(r.*(sw - ss)./kTbySw) - 1;

C = [];

plot binaryOrganics(as, s, r, K, C, ss, rmse, sw, kTbySw, FitCase);

case ’Reduced equation: nm = 1: r(K)’

K = 100;

r start = 5;

r min = 0;

r max = Inf;

start point = r start;

min point = r min;
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max point = r max;

modelValues = [np K];

model = @(params) SurfaceTensionFunction Organics(params, data, constants,

FitCase, modelValues);

options = optimoptions(’fmincon’, ’Algorithm’, ’interior-point’);

[estimates, rmse] = fmincon(model, start point, [],[],[],[], min point, max point, [],

options);

r = estimates(1);

C = [];

plot binaryOrganics(as, s, r, K, C, ss, rmse, sw, kTbySw);

case ’Reduced equation: nm = 0’

r = 5;

K = 100;

ss = 22;

modelValues = [np K r];

params = [];

rmse = SurfaceTensionFunction Organics(params, data, constants, FitCase,

modelValues);

C = [];

plot binaryOrganics(as, s, r, K, C, ss, rmse, sw, kTbySw, FitCase);

case ’Full equation: nm = 3: r, K, ss’

r start = 5;

K start = 0.5;

ss start = 20;
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r min = 0;

K min = 0;

ss min = 0;

r max = Inf;

K max = 0.99;

ss max = Inf;

start point = [r start K start ss start];

min point = [r min K min ss min];

max point = [r max K max ss max];

modelValues = np;

model = @(params)SurfaceTensionFunction Organics(params, data, constants,

FitCase, modelValues);

options = optimoptions(’fmincon’, ’Algorithm’, ’interior-point’);

[estimates, rmse] = fmincon(model, start point, [],[],[],[], min point, max point, [],

options);

r = estimates(1);

K = estimates(2);

ss = estimates(3);

C = 1 - (1 - (1 - K).*exp(r.*(sw - ss)./kTbySw))./K;

plot binaryOrganics fullModel(as, s, r, K, C, ss, rmse, sw, kTbySw, FitCase);

case ’Full equation: nm = 2: r, K’

ss = 50;

r start = 5;

K start = 0.5;
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r min = 0;

K min = 0;

r max = Inf;

K max = 0.99;

start point = [r start K start];

min point = [r min K min];

max point = [r max K max];

modelValues = [np ss];

model = @(params)SurfaceTensionFunction Organics(params, data, constants,

FitCase, modelValues);

options = optimoptions(’fmincon’, ’Algorithm’, ’interior-point’);

[estimates, rmse] = fmincon(model, start point, [],[],[],[], min point, max point, [],

options);

r = estimates(1);

K = estimates(2);

C = 1 - (1 - (1 - K).*exp(r.*(sw - ss)./kTbySw))./K;

plot binaryOrganics fullModel(as, s, r, K, C, ss, rmse, sw, kTbySw, FitCase);

% CALLED FUNCTIONS

% SurfaceTensionFunction Organics

function rmse = SurfaceTensionFunction Organics(params, data, constants,

FitCase, modelValues)

np = modelValues(1);

as = data(1:np,1);

s = data(1:np,2);
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sw = constants(1);

kTbySw = constants(2);

switch(FitCase)

case ’Reduced equation: nm = 2: r, K(ss)’

r = params(1);

ss = params(2);

K = exp(r.*(sw - ss)./kTbySw) - 1;

FittedCurve = sw - (kTbySw./r).*log((1+K.*as));

ErrorVector = FittedCurve - s;

rmse = sqrt(sum(ErrorVector .2̂)/np);

case ’Reduced equation: nm = 1: r(K)’

r = params(1);

ss = modelValues(2);

K = exp(r.*(sw - ss)./kTbySw) - 1;

FittedCurve =sw - (kTbySw./r).*log((1+K.*as));

ErrorVector = FittedCurve - s;

rmse = sqrt(sum(ErrorVector .2̂)/np);

case ’Reduced equation: nm = 0’

r = modelValues(2);

K = modelValues(3);

FittedCurve =sw - (kTbySw./r).*log((1+K.*as));

ErrorVector = FittedCurve - s;

rmse = sqrt(sum(ErrorVector .2̂)/np);

case ’Full equation: nm = 3: r, K, ss’
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r = params(1);

K = params(2);

ss = params(3);

C = 1 - (1 - (1 - K).*exp(r.*(sw - ss)./kTbySw))./K;

FittedCurve = sw + (kTbySw./r).*log((1-K.*as)./(1-K.*as.*(1-C)));

ErrorVector = FittedCurve - s;

rmse = sqrt(sum(ErrorVector .2̂)/np);

case ’Full equation: nm = 2: r, K’

r = params(1);

ss = modelValues(2);

K = exp(r.*(sw - ss)./kTbySw) - 1;

FittedCurve =sw - (kTbySw./r).*log((1+K.*as));

ErrorVector = FittedCurve - s;

rmse = sqrt(sum(ErrorVector .2̂)/np);

end

% CALLED FUNCTIONS

% plot binaryOrganics

function plot binaryOrganics(as, s, r, K, C, ss, rmse, sw, kTbySw, FitCase)

subplot(1,2,1)

plot(as, s, ’*’)

hold on

plot(as, s, ’*’)

as = 0.001:0.001:0.99;

FittedCurve = sw - (kTbySw./r).*log(1+K.*as);
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hold on

plot(as, FittedCurve, ’r’)

xlabel(’solute activity’)

ylabel(’

sigma mN/m’)

subplot(1,2,2);

text(0.3, 0.85, [’r = ’, num2str(r)], ’FontSize’, 12);

text(0.3, 0.8, [’K = ’, num2str(K)],’FontSize’, 12);

text(0.3, 0.75, [’ss = ’, num2str(ss)],’FontSize’, 12);

text(0.3, 0.7, [’C =’, num2str(C)],’FontSize’, 12);

text(0.3, 0.65, [’rmse = ’, num2str(rmse)],’FontSize’, 12);

hold off

% CALLED FUNCTIONS

% plot binaryOrganics fullModel

function plot binaryOrganics fullModel(as, s, r, K, C, ss, rmse, sw, kTbySw,

FitCase)

subplot(1,2,1)

plot(as, s, ’*’)

hold on

subplot(1,2,1)

plot(as, s, ’*’)

as = 0.001:0.001:0.99;

FittedCurve = sw + (kTbySw./r).*log((1-K.*as)./(1-K.*as.*(1-C)));

hold on
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plot(as, FittedCurve, ’r’)

xlabel(’solute activity’)

ylabel(’

sigma mN/m’)

subplot(1,2,2);

text(0.3, 0.85, [’r = ’, num2str(r)], ’FontSize’, 12);

text(0.3, 0.8, [’K = ’, num2str(K)],’FontSize’, 12);

text(0.3, 0.75, [’ss = ’, num2str(ss)],’FontSize’, 12);

text(0.3, 0.7, [’C =’, num2str(C)],’FontSize’, 12);

text(0.3, 0.65, [’rmse = ’, num2str(rmse)],’FontSize’, 12);

hold off

end
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